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Executive Summary
The Antarctic Research Facilities and Special Projects, and Antarctic Earth Sciences
Programs within the Division of Polar Programs at the National Science Foundation
(NSF) provided $30K to support a Community Workshop entitled “Scientific Drivers and
Future of Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory (MEVO).” The workshop was hosted at
UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters in Boulder, CO on February 2224, 2016. The goals of the
workshop included critical evaluation and examination of scientific drivers for
multidisciplinary research on Mount Erebus (ME), review of past accomplishments that
derive from NSF funding to date, and to help chart a path forward for the future of the
Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory (MEVO) and ME research more generally.
A total of 36 individuals registered for the workshop; 30 participated in person at
UNAVCO headquarters in Boulder with six additional individuals participating remotely
via WebEx. Four invited talks by six community members summarized our current
understanding of the ME magmatic and biogeochemical systems. In addition, IRIS,
PASSCAL, and UNAVCO staff presented three summaries of current and past support
efforts along with key technical, safety, and logistical considerations related to
geophysical research on ME and more generally Ross Island. The workshop was
convened by PI G. Mattioli on location in Boulder, CO and CoPI P. LaFemina, who
participated remotely via WebEx from Penn State in State College, PA.
Based on the invited presentations and the breakout sessions, all workshop participants
were asked to submit a written summary at the close of Day 2, which prioritized what
they believed were the three mostimportant science drivers for research on ME as well
as the five most important continuing or new observations or other investments, which
were essential to address those science questions. These were collated, reviewed, and
edited by the PIs, and workshop participants were asked to draft supporting text, provide
figures, and summarize key recommendations for primary as well as subsidiary scientific
questions related to ME.
Primary scientific questions related to ME as identified at the community workshop:
1) What is the location and geometry of the magmatic plumbing system from the
lower crust to the vent?
2) What is the relationship between magma generation, storage, gas flux, and the
biosphere?
3) What are the changes in magmatic and volcanic activity over short (hrs to yrs)
versus longterm (decadal to millennial) time scales and what drives these
variations?
Specific recommendations and future actions were attached to each of the primary and
subsidiary scientific questions. Some of these were technical and others offered a vision
for future research directions at ME and the necessary investments on the part of NSF
and the US Antarctic Program (USAP) to support these activities.
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Selected key recommendations for future research activities and investment on ME:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●

Improve telemetry links between ME and McMurdo Station to allow reliable
highbandwidth data flow for all geophysical and biological sensors, including
those proximal to the vent and across Ross Island to assure that instruments can
deliver data for Safety of Life (SOL) and science applications reliably.
Incorporate GPS/GNSS data streams into established community processing
systems, similar to what is done currently for PBO, COCONet, and TLALOCNet
as part of the GAGE Facility at UNAVCO.
Development of community models for ME, similar to those of SCEC for crustal
seismic and surface velocity fields, against which more targeted research models
can be compared directly. These models, along with the software and initial
parameters used in the models, should be published in an open and
interoperable format for ease of use by all interested community members.
Community models are also useful in that they can inform new research.
Rehabilitate the ME passive seismic and continuous geodetic networks; upgrade
seismic stations with modern instruments (possibly shallow borehole) and A/D
systems such that the noise floor is decreased; upgrade GPS to GNSS
instruments and improve monuments where appropriate based on robust data
analysis and modeling; improve power infrastructure such that stations will
operate more robustly throughout the austral winter.
Collocate additional sensor systems, in particular, infrasound and gas
composition and flux, as well as geothermal gradient measurements proximal to
the vent and other point sources of heat and mass transfer.
Complete campaignstyle, wideaperture geophysical surveys (e.g., seismic,
gravity, MT, as well as geodetic observations) across Ross Island, and make all
data and metadata interoperable and freely and openly available for modeling.
Quantify spatial variation of heat and mass transfer of the abiotic geochemical
system; and characterize the temporal variation microbial communities in
response to physicalchemical changes in the geothermal and volcanic system.
Conduct a comprehensive survey of surface and subsurface biosphere to
ascertain the extent, diversity and drivers of the unique ME microbiological
communities.
Initiate phase equilibrium studies on ME lavas focusing on the role of volatile
elements such as H, C, S, and F for the origin and petrochemical evolution of ME
and proximal Ross Island volcanic systems.
Undertake a systematic geochronological evaluation of the whole of Ross Island
volcanism to better constrain its entire volcanological history.
Undertake a comprehensive review and characterization of ME deposits from the
protoErebus shield and protoErebus cone building phases 
to better constrain
the full dynamic range of ME volcanic behavior.
Evaluate critically the hypothesis that more explosive periods in ME evolution are
directly linked to caldera collapse events.
Develop regionalscale models for the origin and evolution of the ME within the
broader context of rifting and possible interaction with a deep mantle plume.
Revise current MEVO governance model to encourage participation in
MErelated investigations by a community with diverse scientific expertise and
early career scientists.
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Overview and motivation for MEVO Community Workshop
The Antarctic Research Facilities and Special Projects, and Antarctic Earth Sciences
Programs within the Division of Polar Programs at the National Science Foundation
(NSF) provided $30K to support a Community Workshop entitled “Scientific Drivers and
Future of Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory (MEVO).” The workshop was hosted at
UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters in Boulder, CO on February 2224, 2016. The goals of the
workshop included critical evaluation and examination of scientific drivers for
multidisciplinary research on Mount Erebus (ME), review of past accomplishments that
derive from NSF funding to date, and to help chart a path forward for the future of the
Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory (MEVO) and ME research more generally.
The workshop was convened at 9:00 AM Monday, February 22, 2016 by PI G. Mattioli
on location in Boulder, CO and CoPI P. LaFemina, who participated remotely via
WebEx from Penn State in State College, PA. A total of 45 individuals were invited to
participate in the MEVO workshop, including 32 international academic science
community members, 8 staff members from IRIS and UNAVCO, 3 NSFPLR program
directors, and a representative from the Antarctic Support Contractor for the US Antarctic
Program (USAP). Only 7 of the 45 individuals invited to the workshop declined to
participate, including PI and CoPI of the NSF award that currently supports MEVO. A
total of 36 individuals registered for the workshop; 30 participated in person at UNAVCO
headquarters in Boulder with six additional individuals participating remotely via WebEx.
Four invited talks by six community members summarized our current understanding of
the ME magmatic and biogeochemical systems. In addition, IRIS, PASSCAL, and
UNAVCO staff presented three summaries of current and past support efforts along with
key technical, safety, and logistical considerations related to geophysical research on
ME and more generally Ross Island. The seven invited presentations are available here
as
PDF
files:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jeklu7neqlo0h59/AACxQta4JdZUq3ZF2VwxjkBa?dl=0
PI Mattioli (UNAVCO, Inc.) and CoPI LaFemina (Penn State) acted as the workshop
coordinators. Both have extensive experience using geophysical tools, including GPS
geodesy, borehole strain, seismic, and tilt instruments to study active volcanic systems.
PI Mattioli is the Director of Geodetic Infrastructure at UNAVCO, Inc. and staff that are
under his direction support NSFfunded researchers who require UNAVCO services as
part of the Antarctic Sciences NSFPLR program. CoPI LaFemina is the former Chair
and current member of the Board of UNAVCO, Inc. Mattioli and LaFemina developed
the workshop proposal in close consultation, including discussions on the workshop
format, venue, possible dates, and a preliminary list of invited speakers and workshop
participants, with the Dr. M. Jackson, the PLR Antarctic Research Facilities and Special
Projects Program Director. This report includes contributions modified from the original
workshop proposal, excerpts from the invited presentations, summaries from workshop
participants who worked together in writing teams to address specific science questions,
along with additional material contributed by PI Mattioli and CoPI LaFemina. The final
report was compiled and edited by Mattioli and LaFemina.
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Introduction and Background
3
Mount Erebus (ME), located on Ross Island, Antarctica, is a large volume (~1670 km
),
persistently active, opensystem volcano, with a summit crater ~500 m in diameter, rising
to 3794 m above sea level. Conditions at the summit and the upper part of the volcano
are among the harshest environments on Earth. The volcanic edifice of ME is
geographically central and forms the backbone of Ross Island and the summit is located
~38 km from McMurdo Station and Scott Base, the principal US and New Zealand
research and logistical bases in Antarctica.

The NSF has invested significantly in research related to ME. A simple search of the
NSF
Active
and
Expired
awards
with
the
keyword
“Erebus”
(
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/simpleSearchResult?queryText=Erebus&ActiveAwards
=true&ExpiredAwards=true
) yields 49 awards since 1977 for a total of $14.1M. After
correcting for nonEarth Science related awards, this number is reduced to 43 awards for
a total of $10.3M. The vast majority of these awards were from the Antarctic Earth
Sciences program. Fourteen awards totaling $4.2M to four PIs at five different academic
institutions were provided by NSF (OPP/PLR and EAR) to either directly support MEVO
or do other targeted, but temporary deployments of geophysical sensors, primarily
seismometers, but also gas flux and gas composition sensors on ME. The first award in
1977 was made to Dr. Phillip Kyle, formerly of Ohio State University, now at New Mexico
Tech (NMT), and the latest award was made in 2015 to Dr. Philip Wannamaker of the
University of Utah. The MEVO website, currently maintained at NMT, lists 21 recent
journal publications for the period between 2008 and 2010, 8 independent studies
(undergraduate research) over the period from 1994 to 2006, 13 MS theses over the
period from 1985 to 2007, and two PhD dissertations (ZredaGostynska, 1995; Wardell,
2002). The recent MEVO journal publications along with references cited herein are
listed in the 
References
section of this report.
In addition to the publications listed on the MEVO website related to Earth Science
research on ME, in preparation for the submission of the workshop proposal, the PIs
also completed a “Web of Science” search using the 
keywords “Mount Erebus.” This
search returned 144 published articles. After review of the list, it was culled to 128
articles, of which 13 were also listed on the MEVO website, decreasing the number of
unique publications related to ME from both sources to 136. All of these articles are
listed in the 
References section of this report. Workshop participants were provided
PDFs of key papers (n=23) prior to the start of the workshop. These were written by the
invited speakers, current MEVO PIs, and others that had been supported in whole or
part by NSF through the US Antarctic Program (USAP). Another 22 PDFs of “deep
background” papers were also made available to the workshop participants. The goal
was to provide as much information as possible prior to the workshop to assure informed
discussions related to the key science drivers. Citations for these articles are included in
the 
References section of this report and may also be found here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nil7cseqxhpj9th/AADU6J0jAdxp4ha0YWgnhuyfa?dl=0
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UNAVCO Support for Erebus GPS and TLS projects
UNAVCO, a nonprofit, universitygoverned consortium, facilitates geoscience research
and education using geodesy. The consortium includes 111 US academic Members,
nearly all of which are degreegranting institutions, that participate in its governance and
science community. Another 101 Associate Members include organizations that share
UNAVCO’s purpose at home and abroad, giving UNAVCO global reach in advancing
geodesy. Since 1984, the UNAVCO university consortium has operated facilities to
support geodesy research with core sponsorship from NSF and NASA, and additional
support from NOAA, USGS, and others under various organizational structures. In 2001,
the consortium established UNAVCO, Inc., which undertook the construction and
operation of Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO  the geodetic component of
EarthScope) and transitioned support of investigator science by the UNAVCO Facility to
the new management structure in 2003. Under this structure, UNAVCO has supported
the scientific community for over a decade with the development, installation, and
maintenance of geodetic networks, hardware, software, a free and open data archive,
data products, cyberinfrastructure, geodesy education and training, and the necessary
technical expertise to further cutting edge scientific research through geodesy.
UNAVCO currently operates the Geodesy Advancing Geosciences and EarthScope
(GAGE) Facility under a Cooperative Agreement with NSF through September 30, 2018.
Research on ME has been an ongoing scientific endeavor, beginning in earnest in the
1970’s. UNAVCO began providing regular support in the mid 1990’s and there are ME
GPS data sets in the UNAVCO archive dating back to 1995. UNAVCO support and list
annual activities are delineated in Appendix 3.

IRIS/PASSCAL Support for Erebus seismic projects
The Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) has supported active and
passive seismic experiments in Antarctica for 25 years. IRIS, like UNAVCO, Inc. is a
nonprofit university consortium, which facilitates seismological observations for the US
and global seismological communities. IRIS has been in existence for over 30 years,
and has ~125 university members, plus governmental, foreign and educational affiliates.
The IRIS mission is to: 1) facilitate investigations of seismic sources and Earth properties
using seismic and other geophysical methods; 2) promote exchange of seismic and
other geophysical data and knowledge through the use of standards for network
operations and data formats, and through pursuing policies of free and unrestricted data
access; and 3) foster cooperation among IRIS members, affiliates, and other
organizations in order to advance seismological research and education, expand the
diversity of the geoscience workforce, and improve Earth science literacy in the general
public.
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Figure 1. Satellite image of Ross Island modified from 
Google Maps
. Mount Erebus is in the center of the
island and rises to 3794 m ASL and Mt. Terror is to the east. Initial campaign GPS sites (green circles) were
established far from the summit along the coast. Purple squares are continuous GPS stations within ~10 km
of the summit. All GPS data and associated metadata are in the UNAVCO archive.

IRIS operates the Portable Array Seismic Studies of the Continental Lithosphere
(PASSCAL) Instrument Center and EarthScope USArray Array Operations Facility (AOF)
at 
New Mexico Tech in Socorro, NM to support cuttingedge seismological research into
Earth’s fundamental geological structure and processes. The facility provides
instrumentation for NSF, Department of Energy, and otherwise funded seismological
experiments around the world. PASSCAL experiment support includes seismic
instrumentation, equipment maintenance, software, data archiving, training, logistics,
and field installation.
IRIS currently operates the Seismology Advancing Geosciences and EarthScope
(SAGE) Facility under a Cooperative Agreement with NSF. SAGE supports certain core
activities related to PASSCAL and polar activities, but 
IRIS/PASSCAL also receives
independent support for some other seismological experiments in the polar regions. For
example, basic IRIS/PASSCAL infrastructure in Socorro is provided through the SAGE
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Facility Cooperative Agreement. 
Additional details related to IRIS/PASSCAL support are
delineated in Appendix 4.

Figure 2. Satellite image of Ross Island modified from 
Google Maps
. Mount Erebus is in the center of the
island and rises to 3794 m ASL and Mt. Terror is to the east. Each individual PASSCAL experiment
deployment is shown as a different colored diamond symbol, each of which depicts a deployed seismic
station. A total of 600 seismic stations have been deployed over the past 20 years on ME. All data and
associated metadata are archived at the IRIS DMC.

As discussed below, the MEVO community workshop addressed whether this support is
appropriate for the emerging science drivers, whether it should continue and at what
level, and how efforts to maintain geophysical sensors on ME may be improved and with
an eye toward systems becoming more autonomous and able to operate through the
austral winter with fewer interruptions.

UNAVCO and IRIS collaboration and coordination for Polar Support
IRIS and UNAVCO coordinate and collaborate on polar activities primarily through the
Polar Networks Science Committee (PNSC), which has members appointed by both the
IRIS and UNAVCO Boards of Directors and also includes appropriate staff from both
organizations who participate in an 
ex officio capacity. The chair of the PNSC alternates
between an IRIS and UNAVCOappointed member and the associate chair is normally
from the other organization.
The PNSC arose through a joint IRIS/UNAVCO
Collaborative MRI proposal that led to the development of autonomous power and
communications systems for deep polar deployments of geophysical sensors. The
PNSC facilitated the Autonomous Polar Observing Systems (APOS) workshop and final
report to NSF and continued development of a joint seismogeodetic community vision
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and facility plan. IRIS and UNAVCO polar services staff routinely and continuously
exchange technical information through emails, periodic PNSC meetings, and during the
annual Polar Technology Conference.

MEVO Workshop Structure and Invited Participants
The funding provided by NSF to convene the MEVO community workshop was designed
to support a small group of invited community members, including former ME PIs, who
had previous experience working on active or ancient volcanic systems as well as those
that have coordinated with or developed volcano observatories at locations other than
ME to participate in a three day workshop. The planned agenda for the workshop
included presentations by the current Director of MEVO, Dr. Phillip Kyle, and the CoPI
on the MEVO award, Dr. Clive Oppenheimer. Both declined to participate in the
workshop directly for different reasons. In addition, six other scientists who were
previously funded for research on ME and thus have played important roles in the
development of our understanding of the ME magmatic and geobiological systems as
well as the development of some aspects of MEVO over the past two decades were also
asked to present summaries of their research. The goal was to present to the workshop
participants a broad overview of science that had been completed to date on ME in order
to inform the discussion about emerging science targets and new directions during the
workshop breakout sessions and general discussions.
The final list of workshop participants, including the invited speakers, may be found in
Appendix 1. The list includes each participant’s institution, email, and brief, selfwritten
biographical sketch. The invited speaker list as well as the topics of the presentations
were developed by Mattioli and LaFemina after reviewing the MErelated literature and
the funding history for MEVO. The list was finalized in consultation with NSF PLRANT
program officers. Simultaneously with the development of the formal topics and invited
speakers list, invitations were sent by email to 25 community members based on their
published work, an expressed interest in ME or MEVO, or their experience working at
other active or restless volcanic systems. The goal was to have broad scientific
representation, which would include experts in geological, geochemical and petrological,
geophysical, biological, and modeling of volcanic and magmatic systems. In order to
extend participation in the workshop, invited participants that could not participate in
person were accommodated remotely using WebEx technology. This was the first
workshop hosted by UNAVCO where WebEx was used extensively to support remote
participation and we are pleased to report that this worked extremely well. Figure 3 is a
group photo of the invited speakers and workshop participants who were at UNAVCO
headquarters in Boulder, CO from February 2224, 2016.
The structure for the workshop was based on rotating participation in parallel 
Breakout
Sessions 
addressing the questions outlined in the preliminary agenda during Day 1 and
the morning of Day 2. The plan for the afternoon of Day 2 was to build on the initial
findings, reports, and discussion from Day 1. The Day 3 morning session was dedicated
to reviewing the discussions from the breakout sessions of the previous days and
developing input for a draft report to NSF. PI Mattioli and CoPI LaFemina made some
adjustments to the final workshop agenda based on the presentations, breakout
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sessions, and feedback from individual workshop participants. During the workshop,
participants were divided into two groups of ~15 individuals to facilitate discussion and
review, and each group was assigned a facilitator (either Mattioli or LaFemina), who was
tasked to provide written and oral feedback to all of the workshop participants when they
reconvened in general session.

Figure 3. Group photo of the participants at the Community Workshop entitled “Scientific Drivers and Future
of Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory (MEVO).” Photo taken by S. Olds in the UNAVCO, Inc. headquarters
lobby on February 22, 2016.

Final Workshop Agenda  Key Science Questions for Erebus Research
On Day 1, Prof. Rick Aster from Colorado State gave the first invited talk entitled “Mount
Erebus as seismological and volcanological observatory.” Next, Prof. Phil Wannamaker
from the University of Utah along with his research partner from New Zealand, Dr.
Graham Hill, gave a talk entitled “What we have learned from magnetotellurics at Erebus
and elsewhere.” Next up was Prof. Ken Sims from the University of Wyoming who
presented a talk entitled “What we have learned about the magmatic and volcanic
systems of Erebus from geochemistry.” Last, Prof. Craig Cary of the University of
Delaware and Waikato University, New Zealand teamed up with Prof. Laurie Connell of
the University of Maine to present a talk entitled “What we have learned from
microbiology and bioscience research at Erebus and the surrounding region.” Breakout
sessions followed in the afternoon on Day 1 and then a group dinner in downtown
Boulder, CO concluded the workshop activities for the day. Day 2 started with technical
reviews from UNAVCO and IRIS/PASSCAL Polar Services staff. Mr. Joe Pettit and Mr.
Thomas Nylen presented a talk entitled “UNAVCO support summary and field
operations” followed by a presentation by IRIS/PASSCAL staff entitled “IRIS support
summary and field operations.” Both talks highlighted the significant support provided by
staff from the NSF GAGE and SAGE Facilities, existing data holdings from permanent
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geophysical sensor infrastructure, and the technical, safety, and logistical difficulties of
working in Antarctica, in general and on ME in particular.
After formal presentations by the invited speakers, several breakout sessions over the
next day and a half allowed the workshop participants to discuss and review the
following topics: 1) What have we learned to date from both geophysical and other
observations at Mount Erebus?; 2) What specific and unique scientific questions can be
addressed by additional observations at Mount Erebus?; 3) What are the special
considerations for any future research efforts, permanent geophysical infrastructure, or
temporary (i.e., austral summer) field deployments on Mount Erebus?; 4) What are the
volcanic hazards related to Mount Erebus and what are the risks these pose for
McMurdo Station?; 5) What are the measurement requirements to address new or
ongoing research objectives related to the Mount Erebus magmatic system?; and 6) Can
analysis and measurement techniques along with any autonomous sensor, power, and
telemetry systems developed for deployment on Mount Erebus be used to study other
remote volcanoes? In addition, the morning of Day 3 included a general discussion
related to possible models for the future operation of MEVO and how it can be used as a
model to support scientific research on ME more generally. The workshop proceedings,
including the invited presentations, breakout sessions, and general discussions were
recorded (audio only) via WebEx to allow for postworkshop review as well as for
longterm archival.
The remainder of Day 2 was comprised of four distinct breakout sessions dealing with
specific questions. PI Mattioli and CoPI LaFemina presided over different breakout
sessions and switched groups as facilitators for sessions 3 and 4. The afternoon
sessions on Day 2 remixed the original groups to encourage additional and varied
scientific exchanges among the workshop participants. The final workshop agenda may
be found in Appendix 1 of this report and also on the workshop homepage here:
https://www.unavco.org/community/meetingsevents/2016/mevo/mevo.html

Review and Revision of Key Science Questions  a path forward for ME
Based on the invited presentations and the initial breakout sessions defined above and
in the final workshop agenda, all workshop participants were asked to submit a written
summary at the close of Day 2, which prioritized what they believed were the three
mostimportant science drivers for research on ME as well as the five most important
continuing or new observations that were essential to address those science questions.
The responses were reviewed and summarized by CoPI LaFemina and this prioritized
list was presented to all the workshop participants during the morning session of Day 3.
The initial list was modified based on the discussion and PI Mattioli then formulated and
assigned group writing teams to provide deeper scientific justification to support each
question.
Below we summarize the major scientific themes developed during the MEVO workshop
and associated subquestions, along with the science case for continued or additional
research for each. At the end of each section, we have developed a short list of specific
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recommendations for continued, additional, and novel observations for ME. It was clear
from the workshop, that there is a clear need to motivate additional work specifically at
ME. That is, what makes ME special enough to justify the cost of working there? The
workshop participants have provided some guidance, but this is an important concern
moving forward in an environment of highly constrained resources from NSF and other
sources.
1) What is the location and geometry of the magmatic plumbing system from the
lower crust to the vent?
a) What is the geometry of the shallow (<1 km) conduit and its relationship to the lava
lake? What are the key physical processes in the upper part of the ME system?

The highly accessible terrain of the upper edifice of ME offers unique opportunities for
geophysical study of an evolving shallow volcanic plumbing system, and its linkages to
hydrothermal alteration, conduit evolution, and microbiological studies. The upper cone
is contained in a caldera with a diameter of approximately 5 km and an estimated age of
37 ka (Harpel et al., 2004). The surface morphology and geology of the summit cone and
crater walls immediately suggest high internal spatiotemporal heterogeneity in the upper
volcanic edifice. Evidence includes an uneven distribution of fumaroles and lava flows, a
significantly offcenter crater and vent system, and interleaved lava flow, pyroclastic, and
ice deposits.
Temporary dense array seismic observations of highfrequency scattered waves (~1 to
15 Hz) from icequakes, ice borehole shots, and eruptions show that this heterogeneity is
consistently reflected by the seismic wave field (Chaput et al., 2014). Observations of
the posteruptive eviscerated lava lake also show a sharp narrowing (perhaps to 58 m)
of the conduit tens of meters beneath the typically 15 to 40m diameter lava lake. This
varying nearsummit conduit diameter is also reflected in physical studies of gas slug
disruption during lava lake eruptions (Gerst et al., 2013). Assimilated Pwave
tomography and codaderived autocorrelation scattering imaging (Figure 4) confirm the
absence of a large centralized vertical conduit below the lava lake. Instead, imaged
areas with low Pwave velocities and high scattering suggest that the principal
nearsummit magmatic storage zone resides several hundred meters to the NW of the
lava lake at a depth of several hundred meters below the Tramways warm ground and
other hydrothermal features of that sector of the summit plateau. Deeper scattering
imaging further suggests that the magmatic system may become increasingly
subvertical at depths greater than ~1.5 km below the lava lake.
Momenttensor inversions and spectral analyses of verylongperiod seismic signals
associated with lava lake eruptions demonstrate the existence of significant horizontal
force components during magmatic and gas transport through the shallow conduit
system (Aster et al., 2003; Aster et al., 2008).
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Figure 4. Top: highly heterogeneous Erebus nearsummit structure inferred from seismic Pwave
tomography and scattering imaging. Bottom: Region of the upper volcano characterized by both high
scattering and low Pwave velocity, interpreted as a nearsummit magma body. Note that the Tramways
geothermal area is above the magma body. (Modified from Zandomeneghi et al., 2010, 2013; Chaput et al.,
2012).

The persistence of the multiphase convective system, and linear scaling of short and
verylong period seismic signals with lava lake gas slug eruptions of different sizes,
suggest that the large gas slug lava lake explosions at ME, impressive as they may be,
actually constitute only a smallscale, nearsurface (within couple of km depth),
gravitational perturbation to a much larger thermal and physical, gasfluxed, nearsummit
magmatic system.
Together, these observations suggest that the shallowest (upper few hundred meters to
1.5 km) elements of the conduit system have significantly nonvertical, nonplanar
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geometries. It has been proposed by a number of investigators that evolving geometric,
including inclination and/or crosssectional area changes within the shallow magma/gas
pathways of the volcano may play a controlling role in the growth, storage, and eruption
of the large gas slugs driving the current style of eruptive activity. Recent CO
/H
O gas
2
2
content modeling of lava lake bubbles has demonstrated that the bubbles are separable
into several classes that form at a range of depths within the system where gas slugs
may grow or evolve (Ilanko et al., 2015, Fig. 6 below), consistent with geometric
complexity in the uppermost conduit system as inferred from seismic and infrasonic
studies.
The magmatic compositions and physical property variations of a CO
dominated,
2
riftcontrolled magmatic system such as ME will differ greatly from those of the
betterstudied H
Odominated subduction volcanoes, so working models based upon the
2
latter may have limited applicability.
Specific Recommendations:
● Improve telemetry links between ME and McMurdo Station to allow reliable
highbandwidth data flow for all geophysical and biological sensors, including
those proximal to the vent in order to assure that instruments can deliver data for
Safety of Life (SOL) and science applications reliably and robustly.
● Rehabilitate the ME passive seismic and continuous geodetic networks; upgrade
seismic stations with modern instruments (possibly shallow borehole) and A/D
systems such that the noise floor is decreased; upgrade GPS to GNSS
instruments and improve monuments where appropriate; improve power
infrastructure such that stations will operate more robustly throughout the austral
winter.
● Collocate additional sensor systems, in particular, infrasound and gas
composition and flux, as well as geothermal gradient measurements proximal to
the vent and other point sources of heat and mass transfer.
● Consider deployment of FLIR or other imaging technologies that can be used to
examine dynamic heat and mass transfer processes of the ME lava lake and
upper conduit.
● Implement USGS best practices and protocols related to seismogeodeticgas
monitoring for SOL for USAP staff and all others deployed on ME.
b) What is the geometry and possible location of preeruptive storage zones within the
deeper (>5 km) magmatic system?
The geometry and physical state of the mid to upper crustal magmatic plumbing system
are essential to understand how ME and other openvent systems remain near their
liquidus for decades to millennia while erupting nearly uniform composition magmas over
the same timescales. ME magma compositions have been phonolitic with crystals limited
primarily to anorthoclase megacrysts for decades. In this context, ME represents an
exceptional endmember that could inform similar systems with active lava lakes (
e.g.,
Erta Ale, Nyiragongo, and Villarica) as well systems of similar geochemical and
petrologic characteristics (alkalirich systems such as those found in the East African
Rift).
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Geophysical investigations on ME have focused primarily on imaging the uppermost
magma plumbing system (<1 km depth), in particular the conduit, but the continuation of
the conduit system to greater depth is poorly constrained by existing geophysical and
geochemical/petrologic datasets. 
The overall driving mechanisms and long term
changes in volcanic activity (e.g., strombolian versus plinian or caldera forming),
however, may largely be determined by the geometry and processes with the deeper
magmatic plumbing system. Two end member models for the ME magmatic system are:
1) full connectivity of the shallow system to the mantle source region; and 2) episodic
buoyant rise of discrete bodies of mantle melt, which establish a transient preeruptive
crustal reservoir.
Imaging and characterizing the mid to upper crustal magma plumbing system, is
necessary to provide insight on first order scientific questions such as: 1) How much
magma is driving the active lava lake at the surface?; 2) How is magma stored (for
example, in sills and dikes versus a more voluminous preeruption storage region)?; 3) Is
heat (and mass) input from depth (i.e., the mantle) episodic or continuous and is heat
input required to maintain an active convecting conduit system?; 4) What drives/controls
the uniform nature of ME magmas and where is the uniform character set (at shallow
depth, >5 km or even deeper)?; 5) Where (i.e., at what depth) does differentiation from
primitive basanite to evolved phonolite occur?
Poor knowledge of the deeper magmatic system at ME is due partly to the lack of
observed mid to lowercrustal volcanic seismicity, which means both that magma/fluid
movement is difficult to trace through tremor and further that deep tomographic imaging
has been relatively ineffective to date. The lack of deep seismicity may also be a direct
result of high heat flux in this young rift setting, or perhaps high rate of deep magma
generation and upward advection. Mount Terror, located east of ME on Ross Island
(Figure 1) is a massive volcanic edifice in its own right, but shows no activity today and is
dominated by compositions that are relatively unevolved and thus closer to the basanite
parent to ME lavas. This begs the question as to what role regional structures and
deformation might play in the contrasting style and evolution of these proximal volcanic
systems, which is addressed in s
ubquestion
d

below.
To understand the magmatic system for ME and more broadly for Ross Island, wide
aperture geophysical imaging techniques are required. Highly useful and leveraging
observations can and are being made using other techniques such as diffusivewavefield
magnetotellurics (MT) and microgravity surveys. Large contrasts in the physical
properties of electrical conductivity and density come about through the high heat flow
and the melting/alteration processes of volcanism. CO
, being a nonpolar molecule,
2
responds very differently from H
O,
so
the
subsurface
conductivity
distribution through
2
the crust at ME may be quite distinct and perhaps more attuned to zones of
concentrated conductive melt at various source and staging areas. A high resolution,
large aperture 3D MT survey covering ME and the Ross Island region is currently
underway supported jointly by the NSF and the NZ Royal Society Marsden Fund (Hill et
al., 2016). This study will provide a 3D tomographic model of electrical resistivity of the
magmatic system through the volcano and into the uppermost mantle to illuminate the
physicochemical processes of a phonolitic magmatic system. It also will establish a
baseline structure for possible future conductivity monitoring experiments. Shallower
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conductivity methods could image the summit hydrothermal network and its controls on
biological communities.
Continuous and campaign surface deformation observations can constrain areas that
drive changes in surface deformation, which may be tied to changes in seismic,
conductivity or density volume changes at depth. Comparison of seismic and
conductivity structure may help separate fluid and magma domains and clarify where
longerrange fluid/melt pathways lie. Geophysical imaging of ME internal structure
provides a test of petrological models of magma formation and staging based primarily
upon samples collected at the surface of ME. A qualitative and quantitative combination
of all these techniques can robustly determine characteristics of the deep system, and
explain its past and possible future evolution.
Specific Recommendations:
● Improve telemetry links on Ross Island to McMurdo to allow reliable
highbandwidth data flow for all geophysical and biological sensors, including
those distal to the ME vent. The goal is to allow more sensors to operate for
longer without intervention by field teams. This lowers risk for personnel as well
as longterm cost for operations and maintenance.
● Incorporate GPS/GNSS data streams into established community processing
systems, similar to what is done currently for PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet as
part of the GAGE Facility at UNAVCO.
● Modestly expand the current passive seismic and continuous geodetic network
farther away from the central vent of ME to provide observations that may image
the deeper ME magmatic system. Seismic systems should be lownoise,
broadband and geodetic systems should be geodetic quality monuments with
multiconstellation GNSS receivers and antenna. Signals (seismicity and surface
deformation) that can inform the deeper parts of the ME system have yet to be
detected and this could be either because they are truly absent or because the
sensor systems have not been sensitive enough or installed appropriately to
minimize surface noise.
● Complete campaignstyle wideaperture geophysical surveys (e.g., seismic,
gravity, MT, as well as geodetic observations) across Ross Island and make all
data and metadata interoperable and freely and openly available for modeling.
● Use emerging geochemical tools to constrain the location and depth of magma
sources and storage zones and compare with geophysical imaging of the ME
system. For example, undertake more detailed crystal growth stratigraphy and
time scale analyses (e.g., using elemental diffusion modeling, meltinclusion,
volatile studies).
● Initiate phase equilibrium studies on ME lavas focusing on the role of volatile
elements such as H, C, S, and F for the origin and petrochemical evolution of ME
and proximal Ross Island volcanic systems.
c) How can physicochemical models of the ME magmatic system be improved?
Geophysical, geological, and geochemical data may be used to constrain mathematical
models of volcanic processes. To date, these have not been fully developed for ME.
For example, inversions of ground deformation data may yield constraints on reservoir
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and conduit location and geometries; gas emissions data yield insight into magma
composition; and gravity data yield constraint on magma and rock density and density
change. Additionally, joint analysis or inversion of these multidisciplinary data sets may
offer important new insights into the volcanic system not easily obtained by considering
individual data sets in isolation. Multiphysical (physics‐based) volcano models directly
relate the physics of magma ascent and eruption with diverse observations, and serve
as a framework for these joint inversions (Anderson and Segall, 
2011). The diversity of
observations at ME and the presence of a dynamic lava lake suggest a valuable
opportunity to apply such an approach in Antarctica. A steady‐state energy and mass
balance model may be related to, and constrained by, gas emissions, thermal
emissions, ground deformation, and gravity data (possibly together with petrological
and geochemical observations), and yield constraint on the rate of magma supply to the
volcano and its composition; a similar approach has proven successful at Kīlauea
Volcano (Anderson and Poland, in review). The active lava lake at ME, in particular,
offers rare and valuable insight into a volcanic system. When coupled with
simultaneous observations of ground deformation, such data has proven valuable for
estimating the volume of magma stored beneath a volcano (Segall et al., 2001) – one
of the key questions in volcano science and for ME (see above). Furthermore, when
coupled with observations of gravity change, observations of lava lake surface height
make it possible to estimate the density of lava in the lake, offering direct constraint on
bubble density in the upper conduit (Carbone et al., 
2013). Processes of bubble ascent
and eruption are also amenable to quantitative interdisciplinary modeling and analysis.
Given an appropriate bubble ascent model, borehole tilt and photogrammetric lava lake
observations may, in principle, be used to place constraint on properties of the conduit,
magma, and bubbles within the system.
Specific Recommendations:
● Combine different imaging techniques (e.g.
, seismic, gravity, MT, as well as
geodetic observations) in joint inversions to resolve the geometry and structure of
the ME magmatic system from the near surface to the Moho. This will require
use of wideaperture geophysical surveys and additional continuously operating
geophysical stations across all of Ross Island.
● Development of community models for ME, similar to those of SCEC for crustal
seismic and surface velocity fields, against which more targeted research models
can be compared directly. These models, along with the software and initial
parameters used in the models, should be published in an open and
interoperable format for ease of use by all interested community members.
Community models are also useful in that they can point to new research
directions.
d) What are the magmatectonic interactions for the region surrounding ME and Ross
Island, and how might these control magma generation and transport?
The mantle source and triggering mechanisms for melting beneath ME, as well as for
volcanism throughout the West Antarctic rift system remain controversial. ME and Ross
Island volcanism are associated with the youngest stage of extension in the Terror Rift
system. Determination of the composition of the source region (i.e., origin of CO
rich
2
magmas) and cause of melting, whether passive or active (‘plume’), are both essential to
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better understand the deeper ME magmatic system. While extensive geochemical data
are already available (Sims et al., 2008; 2013), which constrain the isotopic character of
the mantle source, coupling these geochemical data with deep seismic imaging from
Vp/Vs tomography, crustal fabric related to rifting and other processes, and
geodynamics of the West Antarctic rift system is still in its infancy. Ponding, pooling and
differentiation levels (e.g., Moho and possibly midcrust), could be controlled by
lithospheric structures and overall stress regime of the lithosphere in this portion of the
rift. The focusing of ascending magma into the trigonal morphology of the Ross Island
complex, which is mirrored to the south by the Discoverycentered volcanic complex,
must be a result of a composite interplay of lithospheric stresses and possibly
sublithospheric upwelling. These conditions appear to control the spatial and temporal
evolution of these volcanic systems. Resolution of these questions will require an
interdisciplinary approach involving aspects of geophysics, geochemistry and
volcanology and a broader view of the relationship of ME to other Ross Island volcanic
centers (e.g., Mt. Terror), the Terror Rift, and the entire West Antarctic rift system.
Specific Recommendations:
● Develop regionalscale models for the origin and evolution of the ME system
within the broader context of rifting and possible interaction with a deep mantle
plume. These should be constrained by crustal to upper mantle geophysical
imaging (e.g., seismic tomography and MT), presentday regional plate kinematic
data from GPS, and plate reconstructions of recent geological past.
● Investigate crustal structure and its role in the location of surface magmatic
systems. Evaluate and characterize any large structural lineations that may
serve as pathways for fluid and magma advection and transport.
● Examine and constrain the role of ice removal and surface unloading on the
development of regional rifting and more specifically volcanism on Ross Island
and within the Terror Rift.
2) What is the relationship between magma generation, storage, gas flux, and the
biosphere?
a) Where is magma being accumulated at ME and how is this reconciled with the surface
gas flux at the vent and through diffuse hydrothermal systems?
The questions of preeruptive magma storage depths, magma plumbing system
geometry, and magma accumulation rates, are central to understanding the eruptive
styles and frequency of any active volcano, regardless of melt composition and tectonic
setting. ME is renowned for its persistent and longlived lava lake, which suggests a
bidirectional flow of vesicular and degassed magma through a narrow feeder conduit
(Oppenheimer et al., 2009). It has been proposed that this narrow upper conduit
connects to a deeper, larger magmatic system, including a reservoir at 3 kbar (9 km
depth), and another magma body at the base of the crust (~8 kbar, or 25 km depth),
where basanite differentiates to phonolite (Figure 5) (Oppenheimer et al., 2011).
Recent, detailed work using hightimeresolution Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) to measure gas compositions during passive degassing and eruptive episodes,
provides compelling evidence for gas slugs accumulated in and then moving from a
shallow magma reservoir to the surface through a tilted narrow conduit (Figure 6) (Ilanko
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et al., 2015), confirming earlier observations and modeling based on geophysics (Aster
et al., 2008). FTIR observations at ME show that new magma pulses rise to refill the
lava lake within about 10 minutes after an explosive eruption, suggesting that there is a
shallow magma body with which the lake is in magmastatic equilibrium.

Figure 5.
Conceptual model of the Erebus magmatic system (Modified from Oppenheimer et al., 2011).

Burgisser et al. (2012) modeled observed gas compositional data measured by FTIR
during passive degassing and intermittent explosive eruptions (Figure 7) using a
thermodynamic code (DCompress) that uses volatile (primarily CO
O)
2 and H
2
solubilities to estimate the depths at which these gases exsolved. Their findings suggest
that the gases rise from pressures from 20 bars to at most 100 bars (60 m to 300 m
depth) to the surface to cause the eruptions. Given this scenario, the gas slugs are
thought to accumulate in a shallow chamber or in a structural feature of the conduit due
to gradual exsolution of volatiles from the magma. The gas slug migrates through the
narrow conduit to the surface where it causes the explosions. Adiabatic expansion, and
differences in rates of ascent compared to rates of volatile diffusion between melt and
gas, result in a range of H
O/CO
and CO/CO
ratios (Figure 7).
2
2
2
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Hightimeresolution monitoring of gas emissions from the lava lake, combined with
additional melt inclusion volatile data, which include H
O, CO
2
2 and sulfur species, can
enable a comprehensive geochemical and fluid dynamics approach to the ME upper
conduit system as described by Burton et al. (2007). They calculate the depths of
transition from closed to opensystem degassing at Stromboli (i.e.
, the transition from
formation of small isolated bubbles to an interconnected stream of gas moving through
the magma column). At ME we cannot assume bulk degassing of a single magma
composition, and so similar calculations would require incorporating petrological
information about the basanitic magma as well as the evolved phonolite, since
degassing of CO
2 most likely begins at much higher pressures than those under which
the phonolite is stored (i.e., perhaps at the base of the crust). This work would be
greatly informed by new volatile data, especially sulfur solubility experiments for
phonolitic and basanitic compositions. Equally important for such calculations is the
realization that ME melts are very reduced at 0.5 log units below the QFM buffer
(Burgisser et al., 2012) and that at these oxygen fugacity values H
S is the dominant
2
degassing sulfur species (Jugo et al., 2005). However, H
S
has
not
been detected at
2
ME. This could be due to oxidation (i.e., reaction with airderived O
2 at the hot
magmaair interface); on the other hand, it is possible that H
S degasses at greater
2
depth and higher pressures in the magmatic system and converts to SO
2 during
transport to the surface. This process has been documented at the reduced lava lake of
Erta Ale volcano, Ethiopia (de Moor et al., 2013). A similar study at ME using chemical
traps proximal to the lava lake to separate H
S (if present) and SO
, followed by isotopic
2
2
analyses of gas samples and erupted materials, would allow precise determination of the
depth and extent of sulfur degassing.

Figure 6. Shallow magma system with gas slug accumulating on top of shallow magma chamber ( left), then
moving through narrow conduit (middle) and finally causing the explosive eruptions (right) (Modified from
Ilanko et al., 2015).

A combination of campaignstyle gas sampling using traps and longerterm (months to
yearslong) measurements of gas compositions and flux using FTIR, multiGAS,
miniDOAS and UV cameras (Oppenheimer et al., 2014) would provide key information
on the degassing depths, styles (open vs. closed) and extents from the various magma
bodies and conduits present under ME. Such longterm yearround monitoring would
provide unprecedented information on the magma dynamics of open vent volcanoes.
Once we know from which part of the magma system the gases originate and how these
change over time, we can use measured gas fluxes combined with constraints on
magma volatile contents (from melt inclusions and solubility experiments) to calculate
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the volumes of magma that are accumulating and degassing in different parts of the
system through time.
Although magma degassing is most visible in the crater plume, degassing also occurs
through the flanks of ME as documented by the occurrence of ice caves and warm
ground areas that emit CO
In the ice caves and warm ground,
2 (Wardell et al., 2003).
gases with magmatic/mantlederived CO
2 and helium mix with air close to the surface
(Fischer et al., 2013). The recent work by Iacovino (2015) utilizes melt inclusion volatile
concentrations to interpret the gas emissions from the lava lake using a thermodynamic
and mixing model. Her results show that the surface gas emissions are dominated by
degassing from the deep basanite with significant contributions from the lake. The
presence of magmatic components is strong evidence for degassing of volatiles from the
deeper basanitic magma system. Gases emitted from ice caves and warm ground
closer to the crater area (Side Crater and Septum) will provide information on the very
shallow part of the system, and variations in CO
2 flux and gas compositions in these
locations may even correspond to lava lake level changes.

Figure 7. CO and CO
2 measurements from Erebus on 13 December 2005 using FTIR positioned on the
crater rim. CO
/CO ratios change by 2 to 3x when the lava lake goes from passive degassing to explosive
2
eruptions (Modified from Burgisser et al., 2012).

Determination of the CO
2 flux from the ice caves and warm ground areas, combined with
gas chemistry (CO
/CH
),
2
4 and stable and noble gas isotopes, should provide constraints
on volatile degassing from ME magma system.
Near the top of the ME magmatic system, H
Orich fluids are exsolved, setting up
2
hydrothermal systems that support extremophile life forms at the summit plateau of ME.
The depth extent, interconnectedness of such systems, and their relation to microbial
distribution is currently poorly known. It is very likely, however, that the heat and mass
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transfer through a hydrothermal system and shallow gas flux are strongly coupled to the
development and evolution of the local ME microbial communities. Gas
geothermometers can provide estimates of the subsurface temperatures and potentially
CO
2 pressures in the hydrothermal system to better constrain how these physical
parameters of the ME system impact microbial communities (Fischer and Chiodini,
2015). See additional discussion below.
Specific Recommendations:
● Perform new sulfur solubility experiments for phonolitic and basanitic
compositions at reduced oxygen fugacity values (e.g.
, 0.5 log units below the
QFM buffer) where H
S
is
the
dominant
sulfur
species.
2
● Undertake measurement of CO
2 flux from ME ice caves and warm ground areas,
combined with gas chemistry (CO
/CH
), and stable and noble gas isotopes, to
2
4
constrain volatile degassing from ME magma system.
● Apply gas geothermometers to estimate the subsurface temperatures and
potentially CO
pressures in the ME hydrothermal system.
2
b) 
What magma transport processes within the conduit control the eruptive frequency,
and pre, syn, and posteruptive dynamic responses of the volcano and how do these
factors evolve with time?
ME has exhibited a wide variety of eruption styles in the geologic past, from lava flows to
explosive pyroclastic eruptions. Within approximately the last 100 years, however, ME
has developed a persistent, convecting lava lake that produces several Strombolian
eruptions per day. The magnitude and frequency of the Strombolian eruptions varies
through time. Over the past 100 year time period, 1 meter diameter bombs often have
been ejected up to a few hundred meters away from the vent; in 1984, however, bombs
up to 10 meters in diameter were ejected as far as 1 km from the vent. In other years,
very few energetic Strombolian eruptions have occurred. Despite this variation in
eruption behavior, the major and trace element compositions of whole rock and matrix
glass within the bombs have been remarkably stable for at least the past ~17 ka (Kelly et
al., 2008). Thus, the variation in intensity of the Strombolian activity appears to be
decoupled from magma composition and crystallinity. The SO
2 flux from the ME system
also does not appear to vary in proportion to eruption intensity (Kyle et al., 1994). In
contrast, the CO
/CO and CO
/H
O ratios in the gas phase do indeed differ with eruptive
2
2
2
style, with higher CO
content
during
Strombolian events when compared with passive
2
ME outgassing (See Fig. 7; Oppenheimer et al., 2011). The variations in intensity of ME
Strombolian activity could be the result of a unique geometry or roughness of the
vent/conduit system that allows periodic trapping of larger gas slugs. Alternatively,
shallow magma crystallization and/or degassing processes may influence convection
and release of gas to a greater degree, although petrological evidence to date does not
support this suggestion. Another possibility is that eruption style is dominated by
changes in gas/magma supply to the deep system (e.g., through the size and flux of CO
2
slugs from depth), with conduit processes playing a subordinate role in controlling the
timing and intensity of each explosive event.
Longer term changes in eruption style, including the much more energetic explosive
eruptions that produced tephra fallout preserved at distances of several hundred km
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from vent are best explained by significant changes to the underlying magma reservoir
or conduit system. The persistent activity at ME presents a remarkable opportunity to
correlate volcanic processes (degassing and outgassing, variations in ascent rate and
eruption style) with magmatic processes such as phenocryst growth and groundmass
crystallization. The low crystallinity of the erupted magmas suggests that its physical
properties should be sufficiently distinct in the subsurface when compared to the
surrounding country rock and thus may be detected using geophysical imaging methods.
Specific Recommendations:
● Continue highresolution geophysical imaging coupled with gas flux and
composition measurements. Data encompassing the range of current eruption
intensity should help track changes in magma supply into the system.
● Determine the solubility of S in MErelevant melt compositions (via laboratory
experiments), which will allow the longterm observations of S flux to be placed
into appropriate context. See discussion and recommendations above.
● Complete comprehensive textural studies of bombs and tephra contextualized by
geophysical and gas analyses. Experimental work may be required to better
interpret the specific textural patterns observed in ME pyroclastic material.
● The geophysical, gas emission, and textural data sets should be integrated
through dynamical modeling to improve understanding of how crystallization and
bubble coalescence influence eruption style, with implications for interpreting
prehistoric eruptions at ME and beyond. See discussion and recommendations
above.
● Undertake analysis of crystalhosted melt inclusions in tephra from the major ME
eruptions >17,000 yr. Carefully performed inclusion analysis should provide a
record of magma reservoir pressuretemperaturegas content preceding past
major changes in eruption dynamics and thus help define reservoir/conduit
conditions promoting higherintensity eruptions.
c) What is the relationship between the hydrothermal system and the biosphere and how
does the biosphere change is response to changes in the hydrothermal system? and d)
Can changes in microbes be used to sense changes in magmatic and/or volcanic activity
(for example changes in gasses vented)?
The discussion surrounding the possible relationship among microbial activity, evolution,
ME’s hydrothermal system and deeper volcanic processes was compelling during the
workshop and thus this topic received significant and animated discussion. In order to
determine the nearsurface (to depths of 10’s of meters) structure of the ME
hydrothermal system in terms of heat, mass, and chemical transfer, highresolution
geophysical (e.g., GPR, magnetic, electromagnetic) surveys and drilling of a series of
shallow (~5 m deep) boreholes to monitor temperature, heat flow, relative humidity and
flux of specific gas species (SO
, CO
) is required. Workshop participants anticipated
2
2
that changes in volcanic activity (i.e., either in eruptive style or intensity) would result in
changes in the hydrothermal system on a variety of timescales, from minutes
(associated with abrupt pore pressure changes) to months (associated with long term
changes in volcanic activity). The response of microbial communities to these relatively
shortterm changes is currently unknown, but can be evaluated in terms of the evolution
of these communities and their usefulness as biosensors for monitoring the changing
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status of active volcanoes. Such assessments are only possible through interdisciplinary
research on the biology and geophysics of shallow hydrothermal systems on ME. Such
experiments would position the scientific community to build hypotheses about the links
between the nearsurface microbial communities and the deeper hydrothermal system,
which may be accessible through deeper drilling, as discussed below.
The subsurface hydrothermal habitat of ME represents the intersection between the
biotic and abiotic realms. Recent studies near the ME soil surface (Herbold et al., 2014)
have shown that unique microbes inhabit these areas, but these studies have not
attempted to characterize these communities fully nor have they determined the extent
of these organisms in the subsurface domain. In addition, these studies have suggested
that the microbial communities at the soil surface are stratified with the upper layer
dominated by globally ubiquitous hydrothermal microbial communities overlying a very
unique community. With increasing depth, the microbial community becomes
progressively more unique and appears to be an endemic, perhaps an Erebusspecific
community. Nevertheless, unanswered questions remain. Specifically, workshop
participants would like to address the following: What is the relationship between the
hydrothermal system and the microbial community and how does the microbial
community change in response to changes in the ME hydrothermal system, both
temporally and spatially? Can the response of the microbial community be tapped as a
predictive tool to monitor minor changes in the ME hydrothermal system that would
otherwise go undetected using conventional approaches? How does the physical
chemical environment at ME drive the structure, composition and function of the near
surface and subsurface microbial community?
Microbial communities are incredibly adapted to sense and respond to their local
environment. The response would normally be elicited through a rapid and predictable
change in function. The degree of response and the time scales of response should
reflect changes in the hydrothermal system. Since gas geochemistry changes before
eruptions, microbial functions may be used as “biosensors” or “bioindicators” because
microbes are more sensitive to ME system changes than our current generation of
abiotic sensors. Characterizing and monitoring these changes can give clues about the
time and spatial scales of variations in ME and other hydrothermal systems and possibly
also serve as a predictive early warning capability of impending volcanic activity.
Specific Recommendations:
● Initiate two types of new surveys on ME with an emphasis on microbiology: 1)
quantify spatial variation of heat and mass transfer of the abiotic geochemical
system; and 2) characterize the temporal variation microbial communities in
response to physicalchemical changes in the geothermal and volcanic system,
thus placing the biological observations in the broader context of the ME
hydrothermal system.
● Conduct a surface soil gas and shallow (up to ~10 m) core hole survey. Holes
would include microbiology, stratigraphy, heat flow, and emplacement of
geophysical instruments. Scout prospective conduit drilling camp and sites – may
include some shallow geophysics such as ground penetrating radar.
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3) What are the changes in magmatic and volcanic activity over short (hrs to yrs)
versus longterm (decadal to millennial) time scales and what drives these
variations?
a) Is ME in steadystate today and what would drive any change in the system? and b)
How does the ME magma reservoir change in time?
From the foregoing discussion above, the upper part of the ME magmatic system has
been relatively stable for decades. While there have been periods (generally only
observed and documented during the austral summer field seasons) with increased
levels of explosive behavior, with volcanic bombs being ejected several km away from
the central vent of ME, the lava composition, persistent lava lake, CO
bubble
2 gas

explosions, and CO
chimneys around the upper part of the ME edifice have been
2 gas

commonly observed by numerous investigators. 
Except for episodic punctuations by
Strombolian activity, the behavior of magma in the upper ME conduit has been in 
steady
state on a time scale of at least 100 years (e.g.
,
observations by Ross in 1841 and many
recent studies) and in terms of magma composition for >17,000 years (Kelly et al.,
2008).
Summary of some key observations related to the ME system:
a) Persistence (~10 yr) of shallow magmatic system (i.e.
, upper
reservoir/conduit/lava lake) and gas emission with no significant change.
This observation requires convective flux of hot, gasrich magma to
provide heat and magmatic volatiles, that is 
supplied from a deeper
magma reservoir (Peters et al., 2014).
210
210
b) 226
Ra/
Pb and 210
Pb/
Po systematics in newly erupted lava bombs
require that the Erebus magma represented in the erupted lava bombs
degassed up to 80 days prior to eruption but could not have started two or
more years before eruption (Sims et al., 2013a).

c) Temporal variation between passive degassing  encompassing cycles
between sustained CO
rich gas emission and H
Orich gas from magma
2
2
pulses that periodically enter the lava lake  and relatively “benign”
Strombolian explosions.
3
d) Timeaveraged eruption rate is estimated at ~4 km
/ky over the past
250 ka, while the rate for the entire ME edifice is significantly lower and
3
estimated at 1.7 km
/ky (Esser et al., 2004).

e) On 1,00010,000 year timescales, episodes of increased eruptive
activity in the form of lava flows and tephraproducing explosive eruptions
are observed (Kelly et al., 2008; Iverson et al., 2014).
f) No significant magma compositional or isotopic change over past ~17
ka (Kelly et al., 2008; Sims et al., 2008c), with the one exception being
1984, which shows a significant shift in Pb and Sr isotopes. This isotopic
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shift is consistent with incorporation of trachyte with conduit changes
during this year of particularly high strombolian activity.
g) The Erebus lavas are the result of a differentiation process dubbed the
“Erebus lineage” in which the primary mantle melt is basanitic and
differentiates to a phonolitic composition within the crust (Kyle, 1977:
Iacovino, 2015). These basanites and other compositions within this
lineage are observed throughout Ross Island and show considerable
radiogenic isotopic variability that mixes out during differentiation (Sims et
al., 2008c).
h) Although shallowlevel magmatic processes at Erebus have obfuscated
much of the information on the initial melting processes, the significant
and uniform 230
Th excesses measured in the Erebus phonolites indicate
that their parental basanites had residual garnet in their source (Sims and
Hart, 2006).
i) Based on U and Th decay series disequilibria measured in both
anorthoclase megacrysts and phonolites suggest that the duration of
reservoir growth is ~2000 years, which coincides, within error, with the
ages of the two youngest lavas from the flanks of Erebus (the Northwest
and Upper Ice Tower Ridge flows; Harpel et al., 2004).
j) Zoning of megacrysts suggests physical cycling between a deeper
reservoir at ~2 km and summit lava lake with vertical magma velocities of
~1 mm/s (Moussallam et al., 2015), consistent with constraints from
Useries disequilibria (Sims et al., 2013a).

Based on the observations listed above, the geometry, thermal state, gas emissions and
eruptive activity, suggest that the ME shallow magmatic system may be in 
steady state
,
and that this has persisted for decades or perhaps longer (Oppenheimer et al., 2009).
The absence of major fluctuations in surface eruptive processes implies that some of the
parameters that can be measured in the near field and at the surface can be taken as
proxies for what is happening in the conduit, uninfluenced by previous states at ME.
Given that the current state has not likely persisted for the entire history of ME, however,
what conditions could induce a change at ME from the current state? Most investigators
have proposed that current variations in gas emission rates, composition, eruptive
activity of the shallow system are a consequence of processes within either a deeper
reservoir or the shallow conduit. Presumably the ME shallow reservoir is supplied by less
evolved magma from below. More specifically, are changes in any deep magma supply
buffered by an uppercrustal reservoir, such that magma pressure, magma level, or
magma composition are constant? If so, is this simply a consequence of low magma
supply rates to the shallow system relative to the deeper reservoir volume? If that is the
case, why then is ME an “open magmatic system” to the surface? Given the likely
existence of a magma reservoir at several kilometers depth, it is essential to investigate
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the possible coupling between this deeper reservoir and overlying conduit and surface
lava lake.
Thought Experiment: How much magma is required to produce observed emissions?
It is well supported that the magnitude of gas and heat discharge from an open vent like
that of ME requires convection in the magma column (e.g.
, Carrigan, 1983). A simple
calculation assuming CO
emissions
of
1000
T/day,
an
initial
CO
2
2 content of 0.6 wt%, a
thermal emission from the lava lake of 35 MW, and thermal output from cooling of
magma of ~1MW/L/s, requires the following volumes of magma:
Degassing from magma:
5 3
10
m
/day

3
1 km
in 30 years*

Thermal power from magma:
3
40 m
/day

3
+
1 km
in 1000 years

* Implausible for sustained magma production, except maybe Kilauea
+ For example, very large edifice or “super” ignimbrite eruption in 1 million years
Possible ways to explain the difference highlighted in the calculations above are: (1) that
the degassed magma is only partly cooled, such that more magma is required for the
thermal emission (very likely); (2) that significant heat is lost through the conduit walls
(very likely); or (3) that a lot of the CO
2 gas is coming from deep magma, which does not
participate in shallow conduit convection (very likely).
Specific Recommendations:
● Examine to what extent changes in magma supply or composition are modulated
as they migrate through the ME plumbing system, that is from the upper mantle
through the crust, shallow conduit, and into the lava lake.
● Apply various geochemical, mineralogical, and petrological tools to all phases in
ME magmas to develop time scales for any possible changes in magma supply
or composition.
● Examine in detail a suite of large, zoned anorthoclase phenocrysts and
megacrysts to reconstruct a record of convection (i.e.
, P,T,X = f(t)) in the conduit
and upper ME magmatic system.
● Couple geochemical constraints with seismic, MT, and geodetic imaging of the
magmatic plumbing system to develop a more complete model for ME.
● Develop quantitative models to assess whether an increase in mantlemelt
production, due to local and regional deglaciation, would induce significant
changes in ME eruptive behavior from the current state. For example, unloading
may result in enhanced melt production from the deep source (mantle) as
demonstrated in Iceland or may result in bubble expansion and eruption
triggering as demonstrated in Montserrat.
● Characterize gas composition and discharge rates at all fumaroles plus
measurement of soil gas flux and heat flow, with the latter requiring core holes to
~10 m using a hand movable drill rig. These holes should be instrumented at
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selected sites (probably requiring more robust drilling equipment and therefore
more likely in a subsequent phase/year). See additional discussion below.
c) What is the range in volcanic behavior at ME over the entire history of the volcanic
edifice; for example, are there significant variations in eruption mechanism, style or
magnitude (VEI)?
The overall history of ME has been subdivided into 3 phases: 1) 
protoErebus shield
building phase (1.31.0 Ma),which represents a transition from subaqueous to subaerial
activity. Subaqueous activity is characterized by hyaloclastite deposits, subaerial
deposits by lava flows with occasional tephra; 2) 
protoErebus cone building phase,
which built the upper slopes of the volcano, and appears to be dominantly characterized
by effusive eruptions although evidence of explosive activity is present as tephra layers.
This phase was terminated by a caldera collapse around 750 ka; 3) 
Erebus cone
building phase
, which built the present edifice, again dominantly composed of effusive
eruptions with some explosive activity. This phase is characterized by two caldera
collapses, an older one between 80 and 25 ka and a younger, smaller collapse, between
25 and 11 ka. Recent activity appears to be confined almost exclusively within the older
caldera structure and is dominantly characterized by effusive activity generating lava
flows, which are radially distributed around the crater, although individual eruptive
episodes appear to be confined to specific sectors of the volcano with the youngest
episode being directed towards the northwest. Current activity at ME during the historic
time period has been characterized by the presence of an active lava lake, which shows
significant variations in height of the lake surface over time. Rising gas bubbles/gas
slugs disrupt the lake, producing Strombolian explosions and the generation of bombs,
some of which have reached up to 10 m. The majority of the bombs fall within 5001000
m of the crater; however, past activity has been more explosive with bombs reaching 1.5
to 2 km from the crater. This last occurred in 1984.
Throughout its history the dominant activity of ME appears to have been effusive,
producing relatively fluid lava flows, with infrequent explosive episodes producing tephra.
A number of these tephra horizons were identified in drill cores approximately 35 km
distant from the summit where some reached a thickness of ~5 m, suggesting significant
sustained explosive activity. The described tephra layers fall into three main types: 1)
those interpreted to have formed by phreatomagmatic explosions, indicating that water,
either surface or groundwater, entered the magmatic system and was present
throughout the eruptive episode; 2) those interpreted to have been formed by magmatic
eruptions; and finally 3) those that appear to have been formed initially by a
phreatomagmatic eruption that changed over time into a magmatic eruption, suggesting
as the explosive activity evolved the source of external water dried up leaving only a
magmatic component. ME tephras have been described from the other side of the
Transantarctic Mountains at distances of 200300 km, suggesting they were formed by
an eruption that produced a relatively high eruption column, such as that produced by a
subPlinian to Plinian eruption. The fact that described tephras appear to be the same
composition as the current lava lake indicates that the phases of explosive activity must
have been produced by changes in the conduit dynamics (e.g., 
blocking of the conduit
with the resultant volatile buildup, rather than changes in magma composition). There is
no indication in the available data whether any of these eruptions could be classified as
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Vulcanian since no component analyses (that is, determination of relative amounts of
juvenile clasts, lithic clasts and crystals) of the tephra are presented. Some suggestions
have been made that the more explosive eruptions were associated with the periods of
caldera collapse, but this is disputed by other workers who believe that caldera formation
was due to nonexplosive down dropping of the summit of the volcano.
In terms of Volcano Explosivity Index (VEI) the majority of current activity at ME appears
to fall between VEI 0 to VEI 2. Past activity, based on current data, suggests that the
dominant activity would also fall into the VEI 0 to 1 categories with the infrequent more
explosive eruptions being classified as possibly VEI 2 to a maximum of VEI 5 magnitude.
Current data are not really adequate for any more specific conclusions on style or
magnitude of activity at ME.
d) What are the short and longterm volcanic hazards at Mt. Erebus and Antarctica?
A number of volcanoes on the Antarctic continent have erupted during the past several
hundred thousand years. This includes the currently active ME, and thermally active Mt.
Melbourne (Worner and Viereck, 1989), Mt. Rittman (Armienti and Tripodo, 1991), Mt.
Berlin (Dunbar et al., 2008; Wilch et al., 1999), and Deception Island, which, in addition
to being thermally active, also erupted in 1970 (Baker et al., 1975). Other Antarctic
volcanoes include Mt. Takahe and Mt. Waesche, the Pleaides volcanic center, and a
number of centers around Ross Island and the Dry Valleys. Seismic evidence of crustal
magma migration has also been recently recognized in West Antarctica (Lough et al.,
2013). Volcanism over the past several hundred thousand years has produced
pyroclastic deposits (Figure 8a), lava flows (Figure 8b), and hyaloclastites (Figure 8f, Mt.
Takahe) recognized on the volcanic flanks, crater areas, and, in the case of tephra, as
englacial tephra deposits in blue ice areas (Figures 8c and 8d, Moulton and Ross Island)
and in ice cores (Figure 8e, Fabulous black). The eruptive history, however, of many of
these volcanoes, including Mt. Berlin (Figure 9) is incomplete, either due to lack of study
or due to the relative paucity of exposed outcrops due to extensive glacial cover.
Volcanism on Ross Island is of particular interest because of the presence of the
currently active centerpiece, Mt. Erebus. Extensive research efforts have been focused
on current and recent activity of ME (see discussions and recommendations above);
however, relatively less effort has been devoted to the older eruptive activity of ME, as
well as to the volcanic and geological history and stratigraphy of adjacent volcanoes,
Mts. Terror, Bird, and Terra Nova, as well as the coalescence of small volcanic centers
that forms Hut Point Peninsula.
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Figure 8. Photos af starting in upper left and moving from top to bottom: a) Freshly erupted bomb on ME; b)
Pahoehoe lava flows on summit plateau of ME; c) Englacial tephra layers erupted from ME; d) Englacial
tephra layer on Mt. Moulton, erupted from nearby Mt. Berlin (Fig. 9); e) Tephra layer in WAIS Divide ice
core; and f) Hyaloclastite breccia near Ross Island (Individual photo credits N. Dunbar, composite by G.
Mattioli).

Although deep sampling of any of the Ross Island volcanoes is challenging because of
glaciation and lack of dissection, there are nevertheless abundant outcrops available on
the volcano surfaces, and as sea cliffs along the coastline. Several unglaciated volcanic
islands are also present just offshore of Ross Island (e.g., Tent, Inaccessible,
Razorbacks, and Turtle Rock).
Englacial tephra layers have been recognized at a number of locations around Ross
Island (Harpel et al., 2008; Harpel et al., 2004; Iverson et al., 2014). Geochemical
investigation of these tephra reveals that most are compositionally indistinguishable from
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the modern ME phonolite, suggesting that all are derived from past explosive activity of
ME.

Figure 9. Photo of Mt. Berlin, a thermally active, but extensively glaciated, stratovolcano in West Antarctica
(Credit N. Dunbar).

Tephra layers geochemically correlated to ME are found several hundred kilometers
away from Ross Island, at 
blue ice areas in the Transantarctic Mountains (Harpel et al.,
2004) indicating that ME is capable of producing much more powerful eruptions than the
current Strombolian activity that has been observed in the historical period. The
englacial tephra on Ross Island have the potential to reveal detailed information about
the chronology of past explosive activity at ME, in the same way that the englacial tephra
record in the West Antarctic blue ice field at Mt. Moulton provides a record of explosive
39
activity at Mt. Berlin (Wilch et al, 1999, Dunbar et al., 2008). Limited 40
Ar/
Ar analysis of
the Ross Island tephra layers has already been completed, but this type of analysis has
proven to be challenging because of the fine grain size of the feldspar in the tephra
layers. Recent improvements in mass spectrometry techniques, however, should now
allow a more detailed chronological record of these distal tephra deposits to be
generated.
Specific Recommendations:
● Undertake a systematic geochronological evaluation of the whole of Ross Island
volcanism to better constrain its entire volcanological history.
● Undertake a comprehensive review and characterization of ME deposits from the
protoErebus shield and protoErebus cone building phases 
to better constrain
the full dynamic range of ME volcanic behavior.
● Evaluate critically the hypothesis that more explosive periods in ME evolution are
directly linked to caldera collapse events.
This will require additional
highprecision geochronology coupled with stratigraphical, petrological,
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●

●

petrographical, and granulometric analyses of ME edifice rocks and distal tephra
deposits.
Consider additional deep boreholes (up to several km) to obtain core to support
existing surface geological maps and geophysical imaging methods. All core
samples should be made available for geochemical, petrological, and
petrophysical analyses through a competitive review mechanism similar to what
is used for SAFOD core samples. It may be feasible to drill into the lower part of
the conduit (at ~12 km depth) to obtain direct heat and mass transfer
observations (see Appendix 5).
If financial resources are available and it is deemed logistically possible, consider
installation of deep borehole (~200 m depth) geophysical instrument packages
(e.g., including strainmeter, seismic, pore pressure and tiltmeters) similar to what
were deployed at the volcanic targets for EarthScope.

Governance models for a future MEVO and support for PIs
After defining and reviewing the key science questions, MEVO workshop participants
then reviewed and discussed possible alternative models for the management and
governance of MEVO going forward and research related to ME more generally. The
current model for support of MEVO operations is a single award to New Mexico Tech
under the direction of PI P. Kyle and CoPI C. Oppenheimer. Participation in
MEVOrelated research and access to MEVO resources is currently by invitation from
the PIs.
The MEVO workshop participants supported the idea of NSFfunded Antarctic Volcano
Facility (AVF) to promote international research in magmatic and volcanic processes
through openaccess data and training; this new facility would extend beyond the current
scope of the MEfocused MEVO. Workshop participants suggested that a key first step
would be to develop a charter for a AVF, which could be based on a consortium model
similar to that used by the Alaska Volcano Observatory. Independent institutions that
wish to participant in a future AVF could then develop bilateral or multilateral Memoranda
of Understanding (MOU) to delineate specific roles and responsibilities.
Special focus on Early Career Investigators
Working in Antarctica is a challenging endeavor, particularly for early career scientists
who haven't worked on the continent before. The current MEVO model is one in which
only specific individuals are invited to participate in MEVO research and fieldwork.
Those individuals that have been being invited in the past to participate at MEVO and in
ME science get introduced to research in Antarctica by a seasoned PI. Workshop
participants concurred that this approach can be of great value to an early career
scientist, many of which have an eye on progressing along the tenuretrack.
Participation in the future MEVO or AVF would help new scientists understand the
complexities of participation in the USAP, including the process of physical qualification
(PQing), what specialized gear and clothes are issued to participants, how to get to
McMurdo Station, what resources are available for scientists at McMurdo and how to use
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them effectively, what current facility support is available at McMurdo (e.g. UNAVCO,
PASSCAL, etc), required additional training and acclimatization required for fieldwork in
ANT and on ME, in particular. Learning to navigate this complex landscape while doing
science on an established project is of great value, as the time invested is not lost (as it
might be if a new proposal submitted by an early career investigator was not funded).
Currently, no formal program is in place that efficiently introduces new or early career
PIs to research in Antarctica. The MEVO workshop participants thought that more early
career PIs would apply for funding, if working in Antarctica appeared more accessible,
and thus the investment in time required to sort out logistics was less demanding.
Workshop participants further concurred that it would be a great benefit to NSFANT if a
formal mechanism was in place for existing PIs to invite promising early career scientists
to participate in established research programs or at least offer workshops to minimize
the apparent threshold to undertaking science in Antarctica.
Specific Recommendations:
● Management of the communitybased AVF should rotate to different institutions
on 5year time scales (e.g., EarthScope National Office, GeoPrisms). The goal
should be to facilitate openaccess to data and models, community collaboration
and cooperation, and broad dissemination of ME research results.
● Develop an AVF or MEVO Advisory Committee, similar to the EarthScope
Science Committee (ESSC), which oversees and reviews progress related to
MEVO goals and provides peerreview of “mini” exploratory science proposals
(Note there is already a Polar Networks Science Committee with members of
from UNAVCO and IRIS communities). This concept of “mini” proposals is
similar to one used by the National Center for Airborne LiDAR Mapping
(NCALM), a NSFEAR supported facility.
● Any future MEVO or AVF should should encompass foundational or backbone
geophysical, geochemical and biological networks currently focused on ME, and
also include additional resources to support a broader aperture AVF. The new
MEVO or AVF should seek to leverage international collaborations and
investment; for example, nonUS funds that could be used to contribute to NSF
MRI proposals.
● The new AVF or MEVO should seek to enhance graduate student and early
career scientist opportunities from diverse scientific backgrounds and research
interests. The new facility could be a training center for future USAP participants
more generally.
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APPENDIX 2  MEVO workshop participant list
Kyle Anderson
kranderson@usgs.gov
USGS
Dr. Anderson develops multiphysical (physicsbased) models of volcanic systems, which
can be used to predict a variety of observations including ground deformation, gas
emissions, and eruption rate. These models are constrained with prior information and
data in a Bayesian inverse procedure, yielding probabilistic estimates of things like
magma supply rates and storage volumes. I have worked primarily at Mount St. Helens
and Kilauea volcanoes.
Kent Anderson (invited speaker)
kent@iris.edu
IRIS
I am the IRIS program manager for portable seismic instrumentation, including the
observatory systems in Antarctica
Rick Aster (invited speaker)
rick.aster@colostate.edu
Colorado State University
I am an Earth scientist with broad interests in geophysics, seismological imaging and
source studies, and Earth processes. My work has included significant field research in
western North America, Italy, and Antarctica. I also have strong teaching and research
interests in geophysical inverse and signal processing methods and am the lead author
on the widely used reference volume and textbook "Parameter Estimation and Inverse
Problems" (Aster, Borchers, and Thurber, 2012). I have been Professor and Department
Head of the Geosciences Department at Colorado State University since January of
2014.
Jackie CaplanAuerbach
caplanj@wwu.edu
Western Washington University
I am a volcano seismologist whose research spans both subaerial and submarine
volcanism, and mass wasting on volcanoes. I study these systems using seismic and
acoustic methods to infer eruption dynamics and to investigate volcanic structure,
growth, and collapse. I have been on the faculty at Western Washington University since
2006, prior to which I was a postdoctoral research fellow at the Alaska Volcano
Observatory. I earned my Ph.D. at the University of Hawai`i, studying the seismicity of
Lo`ihi submarine volcano.
Paul Carpenter (invited speaker)
pcarpenter@passcal.nmt.edu
IRISPASSCAL
I am an Engineer at the IRIS PASSCAL Facility at New Mexico Tech. I am responsible
for the design and deployment of PASSCAL instruments in Antarctica among other
duties.
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Craig Cary (invited speaker)
caryc@waikato.ac.nz
and caryc@udel.edu
University of Waikato (NZ) and University of Delaware
I received my Ph.D. from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in 1989 working on the
microbiological communities inhabiting deepsea hydrothermal vents. This work was
focused on understanding how these organisms were able colonize, organize and
survive these dynamic extreme environments. In 2004 I transitioned to Antarctica with
the same set of questions but focusing on the soil microbial communities in the Dry
Valleys and those found in the hot soils of Mt Erebus, Melbourne and Rittman. Using
new genomic tools we are currently looking at the several unique endemic members of
the Erebus communities in relation to their biogeographic separation from other
geothermal habitats.
Amanda Clarke
amanda.clarke@asu.edu
Arizona State University
I completed a B.S. in aerospace engineering and a B.A. in philosophy at the University
of Notre Dame in 1994. Following an internship at Boeing in Seattle, she completed a
year of independent research in the Philippines as a Fulbright Scholar, studying the
economic and cultural effects of a lethal eruption of Mayon Volcano in 1993 on four
proximal agricultural villages. At Penn State she formalized her interests in applying fluid
mechanics and numerical methods to fundamental questions in volcanology. She began
studying pyroclastic deposits and eruption dynamics at Mount St. Helens in 1996 and at
the Soufrière Hills volcano as a junior member of the Montserrat Volcano Observatory
(MVO) team in 1997. She was part of the MVO staff that monitored a long sequence of
explosive eruptions in 1997, which served as the basis for her PhD thesis. She
completed a postdoctoral Royal Society of London Fellowship, at the University of
Bristol with Professor RSJ Sparks F.R.S. and collaborated with several other scientists
based at Bristol. In Bristol she began using laboratory experiments to understand the
dynamics of solid/gas mixtures, and began conduit flow modeling and petrologic analysis
of eruption products in order to better understand magma ascent dynamics and the role
it plays in transitions in eruption style. She became an Assistant Professor at Arizona
State University in 2003 and an Associate Professor in 2009. In 2011, she received the
Wager Medal.
Laurie Connell (invited speaker)
laurie.connell@umit.maine.edu
University of Maine
My PhD is in Genetics from the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, School of
Medicine with a Post doctoral position at the MIT Center for Cancer research. Currently
I am a Research Professor at the University of Maine, School of Marine Sciences and
Department of Molecular and Biomedical Sciences. My research has been split between
detection of Red Tide causing marine algae and basic research of fungi from extreme
environments. Work in Antarctica began in the 1990 field season at Palmer Station with
most recent work on Mt Erebus, the McMurdo Dry Valleys, and the Royal Society
Range. Major interests are the abiotic drivers and survival mechanisms for microbial
communities in oligotrophic habitats.
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Chuck Connor
cbconnor@usf.edu
University of South Florida
I am a volcanologist and geophysicist, working on the structure of volcanoes, distributed
volcanic fields and volcanic hazards. He develops computer code for probabilistic
volcanic hazard assessment. I use potential field data (gravity, magnetics,
electromagnetics) to better understand the structure and evolution of volcanic systems. I
am former Chair of the Department of Geology and former Associate Dean of Research
at the University of South Florida.
Jessie Crain
jlcrain@nsf.gov
NSF
I am the Antarctic Research Support Manager at the National Science Foundation. I
oversee logistics support for researchers working at McMurdo and South Pole Stations
and at field camps.
Nelia Dunbar
nelia@nmt.edu
New Mexico Tech
I am a geochemist and deputy director at the New Mexico Bureau of Geology. I also
manage the Cameca SX100 electron microprobe laboratory at New Mexico Tech. I
completed a B.A. in geology at Mount Holyoke College (1983) and then went on to a
Ph.D. in geochemistry at New Mexico Tech (1989). I have worked for the Bureau of
Geology, at New Mexico Tech, since 1992, focusing on geochemistry of volcanic rocks,
particularly volcanic ashes and other explosive eruptions, mainly in New Mexico and
Antarctica. My professional interests include research on a wide range of topics broadly
focused on volcanic and igneous processes. These include studies of chronology and
chemistry of volcanic ashes, volcanic eruption processes, geochemical evolution of
magmas, fluid migration within magmas and geochemical alteration caused by fluids that
interact with volcanic rocks. In addition to research, I am an adjunct faculty member at
the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, teach a graduate class on
electron microprobe analysis, advise graduate students and serve on student
committees, and am involved in outreach activities for New Mexico teachers and
students.
John Eichelberger
jceichelberger@alaska.edu
University of Alaska, Fairbanks
I am the Dean of Graduate School and Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and VicePresident Academic of the University of the Arctic, a
network of 170 universities and institutes with interests in the Far North. I hold a BS and
MS in Earth Sciences from MIT and a PhD in Geology from Stanford. I was a research
scientist at Los Alamos National Laboratory during 197479 and at Sandia National
Laboratories from 197991. During 19912007 I was Professor of Volcanology at UAF
and managed the UAF portion of the Alaska Volcano Observatory in partnership with the
USGS and Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys. In 2007, I left UAF
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for Reston, VA to be Coordinating Scientist of the USGS Volcano Hazards Program,
comprising the five US volcano observatories and associated research facilities. Five
years later I returned to UAF as a dean. The European Geoscience Union awarded him
the Sergey Soloviev Prize for work in natural hazards in 2015.
Much
of
Dr.
Eichelberger’s scientific career has concerned the behavior of magma before and during
volcanic eruptions. This included publication of influential papers on magma mixing and
syneruptive degassing. His work has since broadened to interdisciplinary studies of
natural hazards and development of international programs in research and education,
particularly in the Arctic and with Russia. For 35 years he has advocated and led
research drilling into active volcanic systems.
Tobias Fischer
fischer@unm.edu
University of New Mexico
Tobias Fischer (Ph.D. 1999) is a volcanologist, specializing in the geochemistry of gases
discharging from active volcanoes, hydrothermal systems and volcanic regions. Since
January 2000 he has been serving on the faculty of the Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences at the University of New Mexico. Over the past two decades he is
leading investigations with a significant field component on all continents, including
Antarctica. His most recent work includes studies of magmatic volatiles emitted from
active volcanoes in the East African Rift with the purpose of constraining the processes
that lead to explosive eruptions in this region and better understand rift related volatile
emissions. He has collaborated on timeseries sampling and monitoring of volcanic gas
compositions to investigate precursors of recent phreatic eruptions of volcanoes in
Costa Rica and Japan. Together with his students and postdoc he maintains a
laboratory at the University of New Mexico for gas and water geochemical analyses.
Helge Gonnermann
helge@rice.edu
Rice University
Professional Preparation: University of California, Berkeley, Earth Science, PhD, 2004;
University of Arizona, Tucson, Geophysics, MS, 1995; University of Montana, Missoula,
BA, 1992. Appointments: 2015 Associate Professor, Rice University 20092015;
Assistant Professor, Rice University 20062008; SOEST Young Investigator, University
of Hawaii 20052006; Daly Postdoctoral Fellow, Harvard University 19961999;
Hydrogeologist, Geomatrix Consultants.
Research Interests: Magmatic and
Hydrothermal Processes Geological Fluid Mechanics Geodynamics.
Joachim Gottsmann
j.gottsmann@bristol.ac.uk
Bristol University (UK)
Gottsmann uses integrated geodetic observations (gravimetric and GPS data) and
advanced numerical modeling to inform on the link between magmatic stressing, crustal
mechanics, fluid migration and resultant surface observables prior and during volcanic
activity. His main research focus is on caldera unrest and explosive arc and ocean island
volcanism with major interest in the Lesser Antilles, Canaries, and central and South
America. He has recently started investigating temporal mass variations at deforming
volcanoes in the East African Rift and also investigates stakeholder interaction during
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volcanic unrest crises. Applications of his research include understanding hydrothermal
activity and risk mitigation. Gottsmann has coordinated the ECFP7 VUELCO project
and has been PI or CoI on national and international research projects which brought
more than £3M in research funding to the University of Bristol.
Ronni Grapenthin
rg@nmt.edu
New Mexico Tech
During the work on my DiplInf. degree (Computer Science) at HumboldtUniversity in
Berlin, Germany, I worked as a visiting student at Norvulk in Iceland mainly on isostacy
related questions. Shortly after finishing my degree, I started my PhD work at UAF in
Alaska with support from AVO. My dissertation revolved around subdaily GPS
applications around volcanoes, but included source models for Bezymianny, Kamchatka,
and the 2009 Redoubt eruption in Alaska. Following my graduation in 2012 I worked for
2 years as a postdoc at the Berkeley Seismological Laboratory to integrate realtime
GPS analysis into earthquake early warning applications. Since August 2014 I am an
Assistant Professor of Geophysics at New Mexico Tech. Part of my work includes
analysis of geodetic records for Ross Island / Mt Erebus which is the topic of a MS thesis
I supervise. I have completed two field seasons at Erebus.
Julia Hammer
jhammer@hawaii.edu
University of Hawaii, Manoa
I am a professor in the Department of Geology and Geophysics at the University of
Hawaii. I was educated at Dartmouth College (BA 1993), the University of Oregon (PhD
1998), and Brown University (postdoc 19992002). Last semester (Fall 2015) I was a
visiting professor at the Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans (LMV) at the University of
ClermontFerrand, France. At the University of Hawaii, I teach courses for
undergraduates and graduate students in introductory geoscience, mineralogy,
volcanology, and igneous petrology. My research group continues to build and expand
the capabilities of the UH Experimental Petrology laboratory. I am interested in using
experimental petrology methods to solve problems in volcanology, igneous petrology
and planetary science. I am particularly interested in the kinetics of crystallization. My
current research themes are to understand the relationships between superheating,
undercooling, nucleation and growth rates, crystal morphology, and the development of
compositional heterogeneity in magmatic olivine, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase. Our
current focus areas include Quizapu (Chilean Andes), Haleakala (Maui, Hawaii), Mars,
and the Moon.
Graham Hill (invited speaker)
gjhill77@gmail.com
Gateway Antarctica, Canterbury University Christchurch NZ
My research focus is in geophysical modeling and the analysis of field imaging data
using electromagnetic methods such as magnetotellurics. I apply electromagnetic
studies in new and unique environments to better understand active geological
processes and the role of geofluids in: volcanic systems; tectonic evolution of rift zones
and subduction systems; geothermal systems.
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Brendan Hodge
hodge@unavco.org
UNAVCO
I am a UNAVCO Engineer on the Polar Services team. I have completed four seasons
of GPS and LiDAR fieldwork and science support on Erebus.
Michael Jackson
mejackso@nsf.gov
NSF
Michael E. Jackson, Ph.D. is the Program Director for Antarctic Research Facilities and
Special Projects at the National Science Foundation Division of Polar Programs. As
part of his duties he oversees a diverse portfolio of instrumentation proposals and
support facilities, including data management plans for the Antarctic Sciences. Dr.
Jackson’s scientific interests include seismology, geodesy and atmospheric and space
weather disciplines. Dr. Jackson has also served in large project management roles
building facilities for the National Science Foundation (NSF) and he has chaired and
participated in numerous review panels for the NSF, USGS, NOAA, and NASA. He has
authored over 60 articles and abstracts on tectonics, volcanology, atmospheric water
vapor, and technological innovations. He has a B.S. in geology from the University of
New Mexico, and a M.S. in geological sciences and a Ph.D. in geophysics from the
University of Colorado.
Leif Karlstrom
leif@uoregon.edu
University of Oregon
I am an assistant professor at the University of Oregon. My interests are broadly in fluid
motions around volcanoes, glaciers and bedrock landscapes. Past work includes magma
chamber mechanics and thermodynamics, caldera forming eruptions, crustal growth in
arcs, geyser eruption mechanics, supraglacial stream dynamics, and VLP seismicity
around open vent volcanoes. My interests specific to Erebus lie in interpretation of
seismic and infrasonic signals associated with fluid motion within the conduit. I develop
multiphase flow models for magma transport, and the corresponding elastic deformation
that generates seismicity.
Peter LaFemina (CoPI for workshop)
plafemina@psu.edu
Penn State University
Dr. Peter La Femina is an Associate Professor of Geosciences at The Pennsylvania
State University. He holds a PhD in Marine Geology and Geophysics from the University
of Miami – Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, where he was
awarded the Walton Smith Prize for best PhD dissertation, an MSc in Geology from
Florida International University, and a BA in Geology from Hartwick College. In his
geodynamics research, he integrates geophysical measurements with numerical
modeling to study active tectonic, magmatic and volcanic processes, with the goals of
improving our knowledge of fault systems during the earthquake cycle, the geodynamics
of plate boundary zone deformation, the short and longterm interaction of magmatic and
fault systems, and precursors to volcanic activity. He has published over 34
peerreviewed publications and book chapters, and has performed research for the US
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National Science Foundation, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and International Atomic Energy Agency across the Earth. Dr.
La Femina is the former Chairman of the Board of Directors – UNAVCO, Inc.
Jessica Larsen
jflarsen@alaska.edu
University of Alaska, Fairbanks
I am a Professor of Volcanology at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. I have worked for
the Alaska Volcano Observatory as part of the UAF Geophysical Institute partner agency
for 18 years. My research expertise is focused on: natural sample petrology and
geochemistry of volcanic rocks; experimental petrology; and field based studies of
eruptive history, stratigraphy, hazard assessment, an mapping of recently active volcanic
systems.
Einat Lev
einatlev@ldeo.columbia.edu
LDEO Columbia University
My research is focused around how the physical properties of lava and magma influence
the dynamics of volcanic eruptions and lava flow emplacement. I simulate how lava flows
evolve, lava domes grow, and lava lakes circulate using numerical models. I use
laboratory experiments with both analogue fluids and natural molten basalts to examine
the details of flows involving complex materials and geometries. Lastly, I employ a range
of field observation methods to capture the temperature and speed of flow of lava
bodies. I have recently studied the circulation of Erebus’ lava lake using thermal camera
footage and identified dominant time frequencies of change in lake circulation.
Glen Mattioli (PI for workshop)
mattioli@unavco.org
UNAVCO
Mattioli is the Director of Geodetic Infrastructure (GI) at UNAVCO, Inc., which operates
the Geodesy Advancing Geosciences and EarthScope – The GAGE Facility for the NSF,
with additional core support from NASA. Mattioli also is an adjunct professor of Earth &
Environmental Sciences at the University of Texas at Arlington, having transitioned to a
fulltime position at UNAVCO in 2015. The GI program at UNAVCO is responsible for
the planning, construction, operation and maintenance, and data flow of geodetic
networks, including the EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory, which spans the North
American continent, COCONet throughout the Caribbean region, the recently funded
TLALOCNet in Mexico, and POLENet in Greenland and Antarctica. In addition, the GI
program supports NSF, NASA, and community PIs with planning, logistics, engineering,
and GPS and TLS imaging instrumentation, as requested. Mattioli received his BA from
the University of Rochester in geology, and his MS and PhD from Northwestern
University, in geological sciences, before completing postdoctoral fellowships at Caltech
and UC Berkeley. Mattioli has been doing tectonic and volcanic geodesy across the
Caribbean since 1994. He has over 275 total publications, including 64 peerreviewed
articles.
Thomas Nylen
nylen@unavco.org
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UNAVCO
I have been a UNAVCO field engineer for 8 years. During that time, I have contributed
to the maintenance and upgrade of the MEVO GPS network.
Kurt Panter
kpanter@bgsu.edu
Bowling Green State University
I am currently an Associate Professor of Geology at Bowling Green State University in
Ohio and earned my Ph.D. under the supervision of Phil Kyle at New Mexico Tech in
1995. My research is fieldinitiated igneous petrology, geochemistry and volcanology.
My main focus is the origin of alkaline volcanoes and their evolution and eruptive
environment in the southwestern Pacific region; Antarctica and New Zealand. Other
research is focused on volcanism in the northern Rio Grande Rift and San Juan Volcanic
Field, USA. Antarctic Research  I have been involved in several international
interdisciplinary research programs and initiatives. I have participated in 10 field
seasons in Antarctica focused on magmatic and glacialvolcanic history of alkaline rocks
in Marie Byrd Land, the western Ross Sea (including five seasons on Erebus Volcano)
and in the southern Transantarctic Mountains. I was a Coleader of the Petrology and
Geochemistry group of the ANDRILL program (SMS project  2007), and was a member
of both sedimentology and core characterization teams during drilling. I have participated
in a marine geophysical cruise (NBP0701) aboard RVIB N.B. Palmer in 2006/07. I am
currently a member of the Polar Rock Repository Curatorial Advisory Board and a past
member of the U.S. ANDRILL Steering Committee. I have also acted as a Guest
Associate Editor for the journal Geosphere  special theme issue on ANDRILL (since
2009), and I am now an Advisory Editor for the journal Antarctic Science.
Joe Pettit (invited speaker)
pettit@unavco.org
UNAVCO
I have been an employee of UNAVCO, Inc. for nine years, beginning my career as a field
engineer for the Polar Support team in the spring of 2007. During this time I have spent
numerous field seasons supporting various PI teams both in Antarctica and the Arctic. In
2012, I became the project manager leading the Polar Support team. In this role I direct
the activities of five field engineers and a technician, as we provide geodetic support to
upwards of fortyfive projects annually. My educational background is in Electrical
Engineering, and I have spent most of the past twentysix years working with the US
Antarctic Program in various capacities, ranging from engineering design support to
station operations management.
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Michael Poland
mpoland@usgs.gov
USGS
I am a volcano geodesist based at the Cascades Volcano Observatory. My experience
includes 10 years at the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, where I worked with geodetic
and other data to investigate magma supply, storage, and eruption. I have expertise in
InSAR and microgravity, but I work to combine disparate volcanological datasets to form
coherent conceptual models of volcano behavior.
Diana Roman
droman@carnegiescience.edu
Carnegie Institution of Science
Diana Roman's research straddles the boundary between volcanology and seismology,
with a dual focus on understanding the nature of magma ascent and eruption and of
volcanic microearthquake swarms. Specifically, Roman works to understand, from a
mechanical perspective, the formation, evolution, and dynamics of crustal magmatic
systems and the source mechanisms and causes of microearthquake swarms occurring
in the vicinity of active volcanoes. These two lines of research are tied together through
development of conceptual and numerical models of the interaction of tectonic and
volcanic processes. Roman's primary research efforts have been aimed at identifying,
documenting, and understanding systematic patterns in precursory volcanotectonic (VT)
earthquake swarms and crustal stress field orientations during episodes of magma
ascent, and at exploring the potential of volcanic stress field analysis as an eruption
forecasting technique. A major result has been the recognition, though detailed analysis
of precursory VT swarms and split Swave polarizations, that changes in the orientation
of local maximum compression precede many eruptions by weeks to months and that
these changes are caused by the dilation of the volcanic conduit system during magma
influx. Roman has also demonstrated that identification of local stress field reorientations
may be used to assess the likelihood of impending eruptive activity.
Linda Rowan
rowan@unavco.org
UNAVCO
Linda Rowan is the Director of External Affairs at UNAVCO. Her responsibilities include
policy liaison, media relations, open access to data, international cooperation and
capacity building and connecting the facility, community and other stakeholders. She has
a PhD in Geology from Caltech and a B.S. in Geology/B.S. in Computer Science/Math
from the University of IllinoisUrbanaChampaign. She previously worked at the
American Geosciences Institute, Science/AAAS and NASAJSC.
Philipp Ruprecht
Ruprecht@ldeo.columbia.edu
LDEO Columbia University
Philipp Ruprecht is a native German, and received his Bachelor’s degree in Geological
Sciences from GeorgAugust University Göttingen, Germany, in 2001. After a year
abroad at UCLA, he finished his Diplom degree in Geological Sciences (MSc equivalent)
at GeorgAugust University in 2004. Philipp received his PhD in Geological Sciences
from the University of Washington, Seattle, USA, in 2009. His dissertation explored the
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time and length scale of magma mixing in natural systems and by numerical modeling in
general, and in particular focused on the historic eruptions in 1846 and 1932 of Volcán
Quizapu in Chile. Following a threeyear postdoctoral appointment at LamontDoherty
Earth Observatory (Columbia University), including a FeodorLynen Fellowship from the
AlexandervonHumboldt Foundation, he has since joined the research faculty at
LamontDoherty Earth Observatory as a Lamont Assistant Research Professor. Philipp
combines fieldwork in volcanic areas with petrological and geochemical studies from
those areas to understand how Earth differentiates, what the inner workings of
volcanoes are as well as how volatiles condition the atmosphere, generate pathways for
ore formation, and provide realtime insights into volcanic hazards and eruption
forecasting. While having a focus on the natural systems and their geochemical
fingerprints, his research always ties in constraints from the physical processes and fluid
dynamics. Philipp has worked in volcanic areas that span the Americas.
Kenneth Sims (invited speaker)
ksims7@uwyo.edu
University of Wyoming
I am a Professor at the University of Wyoming and a former tenured Research Scientist
at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. I use isotopic and chemical tracers to study
geologic processes in the Earth and other planetary bodies. Ken has over sixtyfive
peerreviewed scientific publications focusing on: the study of mantle melting; oceanic
and continental crustal genesis; volcanology; geothermal, glacial and groundwater
hydrology; planetary coreformation; weathering and alteration of oceanic and
continental crust; and chemical and paleooceanography. Dr. Sims earned his BA in
Geology from Colorado College, his MSc from the Institute of Meteoritics at the
University of New Mexico; and his PhD in Geochemistry from the University of California,
Berkeley. Ken’s field experience ranges from ocean floor geology, using submersibles
and remote sensing techniques, to geological studies of active volcanoes at high
altitudes in technical terrain. Relevant to this MEVO workshop, Dr. Sims has worked in
Antarctica for 13 summer field seasons over 25 years as both a mountain guide
(including being the head guide for the NASA Erebus Robotic Development Study
{NERDS} in 1992/93) and as an NSF funded PI. Sims is also one of the organizational
leaders
for
the
Yellowstone
Volcano
Observatory
Consortium:
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/observatories/yvo/yvo_about.html. For Dr. Sims complete
Curriculum
Vitae
and
Mountaineering
Resume
please
see
http://www.uwyo.edu/geolgeoph
.
Alan Smith
alsmith@csusb.edu
Cal State San Bernardino
Dr. Alan Smith is currently Professor Emeritus at the California State University, San
Bernardino, prior to being hired at San Bernardino, he was Professor and Chair at the
University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez. His research efforts over the past 45 years have
been on the geology, stratigraphy, and geochemistry of the potentially active volcanoes
of the Lesser Antilles island arc. The results of his studies have also been used to
assess the volcanic hazards posed by these potentially active volcanoes, and he has
served as an associate scientist to the Montserrat Volcano Observatory since its
inception in 1995, he was also a member of the team studying the 1979 eruption of
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Soufriere volcano, St. Vincent. He is currently working on the stratigraphy of the historic
eruptions of Soufriere volcano, St. Vincent and on the geology of the island of
Providencia in the western Caribbean. His research has resulted in the publication of
numerous scientific papers including memoirs on the islands of Saba, St. Eustatius,
Dominica and on Mt. Pelée, Martinique. These memoirs also included the publication of
new geological maps of the three islands as well as a stratigraphicallybased map of Mt.
Pelée.
Meghan Walker
meghan.walker.contractor@usap.gov
Antarctic Support Contractor
After completing a BS in Biology/Chemistry from the University of MinnesotaDuluth and
a certificate in International RelationsEnvironmental Policy from Bard NY I started my
career with the USAP. I’ve been supporting polar field science in various roles and
locations for over a decade and am currently the Field Science Manager at the Antarctic
Support Contract (ASC).
Phil Wannamaker (invited speaker)
pewanna@egi.utah.edu
University of Utah
Dr. Philip E. Wannamaker is Research Professor of Electromagnetic Geophysics at the
University of Utah, Energy & Geoscience Institute. Professional interests span
geophysical inversion, global tectonism, volcanology and geothermal resources. He has
lead field campaigns and integrative interpretations for U.S. Cascadia, Great Basin, and
S Appalachia, New Zealand South Island, and Antarctica. An example result is in:
Wannamaker, P. E., R. L. Evans, P. A. Bedrosian, M. J. Unsworth, V. Maris, and R. S.
McGary, 2014, Segmentation of plate coupling, fate of subduction fluids, and modes of
arc magmatism in Cascadia, inferred from magnetotelluric resistivity: Geochemistry,
Geophysics, Geosystems, 15, doi:10.1002/2014G204, 2014.
Thomas Wilch
twilch@nsf.gov
NSF
I am the NSF Antarctic Earth Sciences (AES) Program Director. The AES program has
provided science funding for past research at Mt. Erebus. I have research experience
studying records of past volcanism and glaciation in the McMurdo Sound area and Marie
Byrd Land, Antarctica.
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APPENDIX 3  UNAVCO MEVO support summary
The NSFPLR event number that MEVO operates under each year is G081M.
UNAVCO currently operates the Geodesy Advancing Geosciences and EarthScope
(GAGE) Facility under a Cooperative Agreement with NSF. As part of GAGE, the
Geodetic Infrastructure Program, directed by PI Mattioli, is responsible for providing
support to NSFfunded investigators in the polar regions with direct funding from the
Arctic Sciences (ARC) and Antarctic Sciences (ANT) programs in the Division of Polar
Programs within the NSF Geosciences Directorate. PLR supports 8.0 FTE with an
annual budget of $1.45M. UNAVCO Polar Services staff includes a fulltime Polar
Services manager, five fulltime field engineers, one technician, and 1.0 FTE of support
distributed among individual members of the UNAVCO Development and Testing group.
Geodetic observations were initiated on Ross Island in 1995 with the establishment of
the Crary Laboratory campaign reference site (CRAR) and the continuous GPS (cGPS)
station at McMurdo Station (MCM4). Six campaign GPS sites were established as part
of the 1996/1997 TAMDEF project. These initial GPS observations were ~24 to 50 km
away from the summit of Mount Erebus (Figure 1). One site (ERE0) was established in
1998 at Lower Erebus Hut and five additional campaign sites were established in 1999
and another in 2002 for a total of seven sites that were within 10 km of the summit.
Twelve cGPS stations are within ~10 km of the summit, with the first station established
in 2002. Currently, six stations are considered operational and four of these are
delivering data to the UNAVCO archive when the MEVO workshop proposal was
submitted in late December 2015. GPS data and associated metadata from both
campaign sites and continuous stations are all available in the UNAVCO data archive.
At this time, geodetic data from GPS stations in Antarctica in general (i.e., including
stations that are part of ANET and LARISSA) and more specifically on Ross Island,
including MEVO stations, are 
not processed by the GAGE Facility GPS analysis
workflow and thus there are no position estimates, time series, or site velocity estimates
available from UNAVCO for use by the US and global geodetic community.
UNAVCO support for research on ME, including ongoing operation and maintenance
(O&M) for the geophysical sensors (e.g., continuous GPS) that comprise MEVO has
been substantial over the past two decades. UNAVCO support has ranged from
collecting kinematic and static GPS data sets to the installation of geodetic monuments
and permanent stations. The initial installations of cGPS stations were at Hooper’s
Shoulder and Cones sites in 1999. Other cGPS stations were installed in subsequent
years (additional details are discussed above). Currently, there are six continuously
operating, telemetered GPS sites on ME for which UNAVCO provides some level of
maintenance and data archiving support.
Annual GPS pool equipment provided for MErelated research is variable, and ranges
from between 2 and 12 GPS static/kinematic kits. Support also includes O&M to cGPS
sites and radio telemetry network. Initially, UNAVCO provided field engineer support to
collect and process campaign data, the products of which were provided to the MEVO
PI. More recently, the MEVO PI has deployed graduate students to collect kinematic
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and static GPS data. Since UNAVCO has not participated in collecting these data, the
PI assumed the responsibility of processing the raw GPS observations. All Permanent
Station data is delivered to the UNAVCO permanent archive and is provided to the PI via
the UNAVCO DAI. In addition to supporting GPS stations and data archiving, UNAVCO
has also provided annual Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) support since 2008. TLS and
associated GPS data are processed by the responsible UNAVCO field engineer and
products are provided to the PI.

Typical annual support effort by UNAVCO on Erebus
In Antarctica:
1.
Permanent station support: 2 FTE, 45 days.

2. 
TLS – one FTE for one week. At times we have had two operators for the same
duration.
3. 
Campaign GPS, training, etc: 1 FTE, one day. PI field team has done most of the
campaign measurements and GPS data processing over recent years.
In Boulder:
1.
TLS Data processing: 1 FTE, 210 days, depending on TLS projects on Erebus.

2.
Preseason planning, equipment prep and shipping – 1 FTE for 1 week.

UNAVCO Support by Year (19952015)
199596
 UNAVCO provided field engineer for mapping seismic station locations.
199697
 UNAVCO provided field engineer for mapping seismic station locations.
199798  UNAVCO provided field engineer for mapping study locations, and providing
georeferencing support for aerial gas sampling campaign. Provided 2 kinematic GPS
kits and field team training.
199899
 No support provided
199900  Installed and surveyed nine permanent monuments to create a deformation
network for episodic occupations. Site names were: ABBZ, BOMZ, HOOZ, SISZ, CONZ,
EAST, ELHT, HELZ, and NAUS. In addition to this, UNAVCO provided seven GPS
campaign GPS receivers to the project and post processing of data. UNAVCO installed
semicontinuously operating L1 stations at Truncated Cones (CONZ) and Hooper’s
shoulder (HOOZ).
200001  Deformation network monuments were reoccupied. Five receivers and two
field engineers were provided for this effort. Additional instrumentation in the form of a
replacement L1 receiver and a dual frequency L1/L2 receiver were installed at Truncated
Cones. An L1 receiver was installed at Nausea Knob (NAUS). Mt Erebus GPS data
telemetry infrastructure was moved from the Crary Lab to Bldg 71.
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200102  Deformation network monuments were reoccupied. Four receivers and two
field engineers were provided for this effort. Additionally, maintenance to permanent
stations CONZ, NAUS, and HOOZ was provided. Installed a continuously operating,
dual frequency receiver at the Lower Erebus Hut (ELHT)
200203  GPS support – 6 campaign instruments and training. Also Installed or replaced
L1 sites at Hooper’s Shoulder (HOOZ), Abbott Peak (ABBZ), Nausea Knob (NAUS),
Erebus Lower Hut (E1GP), Mackintosh (MAC) and Bombs Peak (BOMZ). Provided
maintenance to CONZ.
200203  Deformation network monuments were reoccupied. Four receivers and field
engineer assistance were provided for this effort . Provided ongoing support of semi
continuous sites and data processing assistance. Upgraded continuous sites HOOZ,
NAUS, E1GP.
200405  Deformation network monuments were reoccupied. Provided three campaign
receivers and one field engineer to measure network and displacement markers on the
Barne Glacier. Provided routine maintenance to seven telemetered GPS stations on
Erebus.
200506  training, technical support, maintenance provided for Erebus continuous
network.
200607  Campaign GPS support and cGPS O&M at CONZ. Three campaign GPS kits
provided.
200708  2 GPS campaign kits. Maintenance provided to permanent stations at CONZ
and Abbot Peak. New cGPS station MACG installed.
200809  Provided two campaign receivers and training to the MEVO field team. Also
provided ongoing maintenance and data archiving support to the continuously operating
stations on Erebus. This year marked the first year for TLS work on Erebus, scanning
the lava lake in the upper crater.
200910  Provided five campaign receivers and training to the MEVO field team. Also
provided ongoing maintenance and data archiving support to the continuously operating
stations on Erebus. TLS work on Erebus: Temporal scanning of the lava lake in the
upper crater.
201011  Provided three campaign receivers and training to the MEVO field team. Also
provided ongoing maintenance and data archiving support to the continuously operating
stations on Erebus. TLS work on Erebus: Temporal scanning of the lava lake in the
upper crater and selected fumarole interiors.
201112  Provided three campaign receivers and training to the MEVO field team. Also
provided ongoing maintenance and data archiving support to the continuously operating
stations on Erebus. TLS work on Erebus: Temporal scanning of the lava lake in the
upper crater and selected fumarole interiors.
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201213  Three campaign systems plus training provided to Field team. Erebus
continuous stations currently six: MACG, MONZ, CON2, ABBZ, HOOZ and the newly
added station, PHIG. TLS efforts were repeated on the lava lake and fumaroles.
201314  Three campaign systems; set up ERE0 temporary base station. Upgraded
permanent station at Abbott Peak (ABBZ) to improve power and provide telemetry. TLS
scans were repeated on the lava lake.
201415  Two campaign systems provided. Set up ERE0 Temporary base station.
Provided six additional static campaign systems. Upgraded continuous station at
Hoopers Shoulder. Renamed HOG2.
201516  Provide six campaign systems with one controller, set up ERE0 Temporary
base station. Upgrading site at Bombs Peak to improve power and add telemetry for
data.
Current continuous stations receiving maintenance, data archive (DOI’s exist for these):
CON2, ABBZ, PHIG, BOMZ, MACG, HOG2
Campaign monuments and sites of transient continuous stations (DOI’s exist for these):
E1G2, RAYG, NAUS, ELHT, LEHG
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APPENDIX 4  IRIS/PASSCAL MEVO support summary
The PLRANT program provides incremental costs to support the following resources
related to Polar Services at IRIS/PASSCAL: 1) 4.3 FTE in engineering, development,
fabrication, and field support for Antarctic deployments; 2) specialized equipment, in
particular, sensors, power and communication systems, and enclosures that are
coldrated for deployment in polar experiments.
IRIS support on ME began in 19961997 with a project called “Erebus I” with PIs R. Aster
and P. Kyle. This included the installation of 5 passive seismic stations. The next
experiment was “Tomo Erebus” in 20072009, again with PIs R. Aster and P. Kyle. This
experiment included 25 stations and 60 channel high resolution recording system.
“Tomo Erebus” was followed by “Erebus Seismic Refraction Experiment” in 20082009
with PIs K. Snelson and P. Kyle. This experiment had 115 passive stations and 400
single channel recording systems and included active explosion sources near the the
central vent and crater of ME and at distal locations adjacent to Ross Island. This was
followed by “Erebus II” in 20092010, a 10 station passive network. The last PASSCAL
experiment was “Erebus Small Aperture Array” in 20112012, a 5 station passive
network, again with PIs R. Aster and P. Kyle. A summary of the station deployment over
the past 20 years is shown in Figure 2 above. Data for each PASSCAL experiment are
archived at the IRIS Data Management Center (DMC) at the University of Washington.
The individual DOIs for each data set are listed in Appendix 4. The current MEVO
Seismic Network is operated and maintained by NMT under the MEVO award with PIs P.
Kyle and C. Oppenheimer. This 12 passive station network is currently in a state of
disrepair and thus was not delivering data to the DMC at the time of the MEVO
workshop.
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APPENDIX 5  Proposed Deep Drilling Plan for ME
Drilling to the conduit
With the geometry of the system, a summit plateau close to the active vent, and robust
logistical base at McMurdo Station a short distance away, it is possible that an
international program could be launched to drill into the conduit. If results from coring of
Kilauea Iki in 70s to 1981 and inferences from drilling at Krafla are applied, the interval
from a relatively cool hydrothermal system to magma may be only a matter of meters, a
favorable situation from the standpoint of what it will take to keep the well cool. One can
imagine that because of magma convection the margin of the conduit is a constant
temperature boundary and that outboard of that would be another constant temperature
boundary, perhaps more diffuse, with a convecting hydrothermal system. The
intervening zone would be a mostly ductile conductive wall, the thickness of which would
control heat loss from the magma column to the edifice.
As the objective conduit segment would be shallow, targeting would be largely a matter
of aiming to a point directly below the lava lake, adjusted by any convincing geophysical
evidence. This simple geometric approach was entirely successful in coring through
conduits of Inyo Domes, CA in the 1980s. If there is any evidence of elongation of the
conduit in a particular direction, it would be wise to slant the borehole in a plane
perpendicular to that. With sensors being designed for monitoring jet engines
approaching magmatic temperatures, it is not unreasonable to consider implanting such
sensors in the wall of the conduit when the well is completed.
Suggested development steps
1. Assemble international science/engineering/logistics team. Propose workshop to
ICDP and NSF, develop full drilling proposal and submit to ICDP (may require two
years).
2. Conduct surface soil gas and shallow (10+/ m) core hole survey. Holes would include
microbiology, stratigraphy, heat flow, and emplacement of geophysical instruments.
Scout prospective conduit drilling camp and sites – may include some shallow
geophysics such as ground penetrating radar, etc.
3. In parallel, develop detailed logistical, engineering, and science plan for conduit hole.
These may require addenda to drilling and science proposals.
4. Conduct drilling. During drilling, deploy dense seismic array using bit as energy
source. Put tracers in drilling fluid and monitor fumaroles for connectivity with
hydrothermal system and conduit. Injection tests to measure permeability coupled with
surface geodetic measurements should be considered.
5. The borehole should be completed with permanent instrumentation in the cooler part
and pressure and temperature sensors as close to magma as the stateofthe art allows.
6. All core and downhole fluid and gas samples must be carefully distributed under
control of representative committee and subsequently archived at permanent repository.
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Commonly, science team members are allowed a onetwo year lead on sample research
before opening up to all qualified scientists.
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